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Abstract
This dissertation designs a metadata-driven infrastructure for panel data that aims
to increase both the quality and the usability of the resulting research data. Data
quality determines whether the data appropriately represent a particular aspect
of our reality. Usability originates notably from a conceivable documentation, ac-
cessibility of the data, and interoperability with tools and other data sources. In
a metadata-driven infrastructure, metadata are prepared before the digital objects
and process steps that they describe. This enables data providers to utilize meta-
data for many purposes, including process control and data validation. Further-
more, a metadata-driven design reduces the overall costs of data production and
facilitates the reuse of both data and metadata.
The main use case is the German Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP), but the results
claim to be re-usable for other panel studies. The introduction of the Generic Lon-
gitudinal Business Process Model (GLBPM) and a general discussion of digital ob-
jects managed by panel studies provide a generic framework for the development
of a metadata-driven infrastructure for panel studies. A first theoretical application
presents two designs for variable linkage to support record linkage and statisti-
cal matching with structured metadata: concepts for omnidirectional relations and
process models for unidirectional relations. Furthermore, a reference architecture
for a metadata-driven infrastructure is designed and implemented. This provides
a proof of concept for the previous discussion and an environment for the develop-
ment of DDI on Rails. DDI on Rails is a data portal, optimized for the documenta-
tion and dissemination of panel data. The design considers the process model of the
GLBPM, the generic discussion of digital objects, the design of a metadata-driven
infrastructure, and the proposed solutions for variable linkage.
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Introduction
A significant amount of scientific work in the social and economic sciences is based
on secondary data—data that are not collected by the researcher conducting the
analysis. When using secondary data, researchers depend on the data producers
regarding two aspects of the data: quality and usability. Data quality determines
whether the data appropriately represent a particular aspect of our reality. Usability
originates notably from a conceivable documentation, accessibility of the data, and
interoperability with tools and other data sources.
In this context, researchers usually assume that metadata are just one part of
the documentation. However, metadata can support all aspects of data quality and
usability. We can use them to validate research data, improving the quality. Data
portals and other documentation systems can increase the accessibility of research
data based on descriptive metadata. Furthermore, standardized or harmonized
metadata can help researchers who are looking for suitable data sources that can
be combined using record linkage or statistical matching—or even combine those
data automatically.
The main claim of this dissertation is that metadata can be used for much more
than just the retrospective documentation of data. To optimize the utilization of
metadata, however, we have to rethink the way we manage and understand them.
It is not sufficient to prepare a subset of metadata eventually, long after the actual
research data have been collected and published. In a metadata-driven infrastruc-
ture, as proposed in chapter 4, metadata are prepared even before the object or task
that they describe. This enables new use cases for metadata—for example, to con-
trol significant parts of the data management process or to validate the content of
datasets and other digital objects. Furthermore, metadata are usually of much bet-
ter quality when they are prepared at the same time as the respective object which
they describe—and not months or years later.
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The Data Documentation Initiative (DDI) and other metadata communities have
changed their perspective on scientific metadata since the 1990s. The DDI Life-
cycle model, for example, illustrates the idea of reusing metadata in subsequent
iterations of a research project [1]. Furthermore, there is first work on metadata-
driven approaches [2, 3, 4]. The existing literature, however, stays vague on what
‘metadata-driven’ means—the term is mostly used as a placeholder for all kinds of
process designs that involve metadata. A major concern of this dissertation is to
provide a generic but still precise understanding of the term ‘metadata-driven’.
The context for the following discussion are panel studies that stand out because
they have an iterative design by definition. The seven chapters start with a concrete
example, the German Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP), but then abstract from it to
bring the discussion on a rather generic level, based on the Generic Longitudinal
Business Process Model (GLBPM) and a general discussion of digital objects. This
provides the context for the actual introduction of a metadata-driven infrastructure
and the concrete example of variable linkage. The first five chapters discuss indi-
vidual research questions which are intended as complementing contributions to
the main concern, table 1 provides an overview. The last two chapters apply the
idea of a metadata-driven infrastructure to the design of a reference architecture
and the development of the data portal DDI on Rails.
Position in science and related work
This dissertation is intended as a contribution to scientific data and metadata man-
agement in the field of social, economic, and behavioural sciences. The discussion
of data and metadata, however, involves other disciplines—most notably, statistics
and computer science. These domains are also represented by the three supervisors
of this dissertation: Prof. Dr. Susanne Ra¨ssler (statistics and econometrics), Prof.
Dr. Klaus Tochtermann (computer science), and Prof. Dr. Silke Anger (economics).
Valuable inputs come from various research areas, including statistical matching
and record linkage [e.g., 5, 6, 7, 8], data sharing and replication [e.g., 9, 10, 11, 12],
scientific computing [e.g., 13, 14, 15], the metadata communities [e.g., 2, 16, 17, 18]
and, in particular, the Data Documentation Initiative [e.g., 19, 20, 21, 22], panel
studies [e.g., 23, 24, 25], software design [e.g., 26, 27, 28, 29], and the linked open
data community [e.g., 30, 31, 32].
The idea for the development of DDI on Rails and this dissertation originated
from my work as a software developer and data scientist at the German Socio-
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Table 1: List of research questions and goals
Research question
Chapter 1 Who are the users and producers of the SOEP data and what are
their requirements regarding usability, data quality, and
software support?
Chapter 2 What does a generic process model for panel studies look like
and which digital objects can be identified in the model?
Chapter 3 Can the digital objects, identified in chapter 2, be modelled in a
generic way; that is, can it be independent from the specific
implementations in software tools and panel studies?
Chapter 4 How can the concept of a metadata-driven infrastructure
optimize the production of panel data and increase the quality
and usability of the resulting data?
Chapter 5 Which information about related variables do survey
researchers require to analyse distributed data sources (e. g.,
statistical matching or record linkage) and how can they be
covered in the metadata?
Chapter 6 Application 1: Introduction of a reference architecture
Chapter 7 Application 2: Introduction of DDI on Rails
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Economic Panel (SOEP, located at the German Institute for Economic Research,
DIW Berlin). It was accompanied with related research projects, including the
work on the next version of the DDI standard (Data Documentation Initiative) [33],
analysing the motivations and barriers for data sharing in academia as part of the
Leibniz Research Alliance Science 2.0 [34, 35], linking online and panel data in the
DFG-project Processes of Mate Choice in Online-Dating (PPOK) [36], the devel-
opment of the Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model (GLBPM) [37], the
establishment of the SOEP user surveys as a longitudinal study [38], and the devel-
opment of research tools like the R package r2ddi [39]. The main project, however,
was the development of the data portal DDI on Rails [40], a web-based applica-
tion for the discovery and dissemination of panel data. I very much like to thank
all partners in these projects for the insights they provided and the support I got
during that time.
The development of DDI on Rails started with the intention to build a successor
for SOEPinfo, which is the online documentation system for the SOEP data. While
the former system was optimized for one study only (the SOEP), DDI on Rails is
designed to be study-independent. The use cases in chapter 7 describe how the
system is used to document the SOEP Core study, SOEP-related studies, and also
external studies on paneldata.org [41]. The core functionality of both SOEPinfo and
DDI on Rails enables researchers to search and discover variables and questions, in-
cluding relationships amongst them. In the context of panel data, it is of particular
interest to link related variables and questions over time to enable researchers to
analyse the specific design of a panel study.
Confronting the theoretical discussion with the implementation of DDI on Rails
and paneldata.org, the dissertation ensures that the theoretical results and the pro-
posed infrastructure design are feasible in production for both sofware develop-
ment and panel studies. At the same time, the discussion abstracts from the various
examples and use cases and designs a generic framework for a metadata-driven in-
frastructure for panel studies. This ensures that the results are re-usable for panel
studies around the world. These two aspects—(1) the confrontation of the theoret-
ical results with actual software implementations and production systems; and (2)
the generic approach in the discussion—are considered to be the core characteristics
of this dissertation providing a unique contribution to the field of data management
in the social, economic and behavioural sciences.
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Outline
The dissertation consists of two parts. The first part designs a generic framework
for the management and documentation of panel data, while also proposing work-
flows and data structures for the implementation of a metadata-driven infrastruc-
ture for panel data. The second part assesses the feasibility of the results from the
first part by applying them in the design of a reference architecture and the devel-
opment of DDI on Rails.
The main use case is the German Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP). The first chap-
ter takes a closer look at the users and producers of the SOEP data, the process
and structure of data production, and the needs of the researchers working with
the data, asking: Who are the users and producers of the SOEP data and what are
their requirements regarding usability, data quality, and software support? The de-
tailed discussion of the SOEP provides a specific introduction into the field of panel
studies, data production, and data re-use.
The dissertation and the development of DDI on Rails aim to present reusable
solutions for panel studies. Focusing on the SOEP as the sole use case would be
very unlikely to produce reusable results. In contrast, it would be overwhelming to
take all possible use cases into account. The second chapter steers a middle course
and presents a generic model for panel studies, the Generic Longitudinal Business
Process Model (GLBPM) [37]. The original design of the GLBPM, however, lacks
details on digital objects which accompany the production of panel data and pro-
vide the context for improvement of the overall process—a gap that the second
chapter also aims to close, asking: What does a generic process model for panel
studies look like and which digital objects can be identified in the model?
The second chapter identifies five classes of digital objects that are of particular
interest for optimizing the production and documentation of panel data: study de-
scriptions, questionnaires, research data, transformation scripts, and the documen-
tation. For each digital object, various technical implementations and data models
are used in production—again, we have to abstract from the actual implementa-
tions to facilitate reusable solutions. This, however, is not possible for all digital
objects, as some of the implementations, in particular for transformation scripts,
are conflicting. Thus, chapter 3 asks: Can the digital objects, identified in chapter
2, be modelled in a generic way; that is, can it be independent from the specific
implementations in software tools and panel studies? If possible, generic solutions
are proposed.
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A special class of digital objects are metadata, which are usually part of the
documentation of a panel study and are typically collected after the corresponding
digital objects (like questionnaires or datasets) are created. In metadata communi-
ties like the Data Documentation Initiative (DDI), the idea of reusing metadata in
subsequent iterations of the research lifecycle (or waves in the context of a panel
study) led to a new understanding of metadata, assuming that it might even be
possible to automate significant parts of data production in a metadata-driven de-
sign. Chapter 4 outlines a metadata-driven infrastructure based on the GLBPM
and discusses whether it has the potential to actually increase the quality and the
usability through automation, asking: How can the concept of a metadata-driven
infrastructure optimize the production of panel data and increase the quality and
usability of the resulting data?
One significant input to metadata-driven data processing are details about data
transformations and related variables. Another use case for the documentation of
related variables is the combination of multiple data sources based on statistical
matching or record linkage (the combination of multiple waves from one panel
study is considered a special case of record linkage). Chapter 5 takes a closer look at
use cases for variable linkage and presents solutions implemented by panel studies
or the DDI standard, asking: Which information about related variables do survey
researchers require to analyse distributed data sources (e. g., statistical matching
or record linkage) and how can they be covered in the metadata? The discussion
recommends two complementing solutions: concepts for omnidirectional relations
and process documentation for unidirectional data transformations.
After the mostly theoretical discussion in part I, part II implements significant
parts of the theoretical discussion. In the context of this dissertation, the imple-
mentation is, first of all, intended as a proof of concept for the theoretical results.
Furthermore, significant parts of the implementation—in particular, the data por-
tal DDI on Rails—are actually used in production to document panel studies. The
proof of concept is therefore not only a technical implementation but includes or-
ganisational examples.
Chapter 6 designs a reference architecture for a metadata-driven infrastructure
using existing open source products. The discussion refers to two related projects:
the implementation of a test case including a set of fictitious (non-sensitive) panel
data, and the development of the R package r2ddi to extract metadata from re-
search datasets. Furthermore, the reference architecture and the test case provide a
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test environment for the development of DDI on Rails, described in the following
chapter.
The main application is the data portal DDI on Rails, which is designed to sup-
port researchers analysing panel data. Chapter 7 describes the design of the sys-
tem and how the work from part I influences the implementation. DDI on Rails
is already in production on paneldata.org [41], documenting the SOEP Core study,
SOEP-related studies, and external studies—which allows a first assessment of the
software and the underlying concepts in regard to existing use cases.
7
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Part I
Framework
9

Chapter 1
Users and producers of panel
data
There is increasing interest in why researchers share their data as well as how to
facilitate and encourage data sharing [9, 34, 42]. Most work focuses on individ-
ual researchers sharing data and not on institutionalized data producers, like long-
running panel studies. The context for this dissertation is, however, panel studies,
which are usually designed as long-term projects with a considerable amount of
funding in order to ensure that representative samples are drawn and preserved
over time. In the field of panel studies, methodological researchers concentrate on
panel characteristics like attrition, intervention or interviewer effects, and the ana-
lytical designs. Hardly any research looks at the management of panel data, what
the requirements of the data users are, or at the documentation of specific aspects
of panel studies.
We start with a discussion of panel studies from the perspective of data sharing,
taking into account two perspectives: the perspective of the data producing institu-
tion and the perspective of the data using researcher. While the following chapters
take a generic perspective at panel studies, this first chapter is based on the German
Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP) [43] as a specific example of a household panel. The
research question is: Who are the users and producers of the SOEP data and what
are their requirements regarding usability, data quality, and software support?
The chapter starts with a generic framework for data sharing to create a frame
of reference for further discussions. The following two sections take a closer look
11
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Figure 1.1: Framework for academic data sharing (modified version, based on
Fecher et al. [34]).
at the data producing infrastructure and the SOEP users. Due to its data protection
policy, re-distribution of the SOEP data is prohibited. The next section discusses
the options to enable reproduction and replication of analysis based on the SOEP
data. The chapter closes with a discussion of data quality and usability (including
documentation, accessibility, and interoperability).
1.1 Framework for academic data sharing
In “What drives academic data sharing?” [34] we1 identify critical factors influenc-
ing an individual researcher’s willingness to share data and propose a framework
for further discussion (see figure 1.1). The paper is based on the systematic re-
view of 98 scholarly papers and the quantitative analysis of a question module that
was integrated in the 2013 SOEP user survey (see section 1.5 for more details on
the SOEP user survey). The systematic review covers scholarly articles addressing
data sharing in academia. It was used to design a framework consisting of six de-
scriptive categories, including 17 sub-categories. After designing the framework,
we test it with the results from the SOEP user survey, including one closed question
(general disposition to share data) and two open questions (barriers and enablers
regarding data sharing) on data sharing. The quantitative analysis was able to con-
firm the original framework.
1Joint work with Benedikt Fecher and Sascha Friesike.
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The framework considers researchers who produce data as part of their scien-
tific work but most notably aim to publish recognized articles—publishing their
data is usually less important to them. In contrast, most panel studies are designed
and funded to produce panel data that are reused by external researchers, similar
to the rare case of individual researchers who obliged by their research organisa-
tion or research community to publish their data. Due to the modified context,
the original framework is modified for this dissertation in two aspects. First, the
terms ‘data donor’ and ‘data recipient’ seem misleading in a context where sharing
is mandatory (e.g., large panel studies, which are explicitly funded to produce re-
usable data). The terms are therefore replaced by ‘data producer’ and ‘data user’.
Second, the term ‘data producer’ now includes not only individual researchers but
also research institutions, covering use cases like the SOEP.
The data producer can be either an individual researcher or a research organisa-
tion. If the data are provided by an individual researcher, his or her probability to
share data are influenced by social-demographic factors, the degree of control over
the data and their usage he or she retains, the resources required to publish the data,
and the returns for sharing them. Both the researcher’s organisation and funding
agencies can influence the individual decision to share data. In the context of this
dissertation, however, the data producer can also be a research organisation that
does not depend on the individual researcher’s preferences but on the institution’s
goals and funding terms whether to share data. While the original paper focuses on
individual researchers, panel data are usually collected and managed by research
institutions. Thus, the following discussion assumes that the data producer is not
an individual researcher but a research organisation.
Three groups of factors frame the provision of data: norms, infrastructure, and
community. Ethical and legal norms concern both the content of the data as well
as ownership. The infrastructure includes the technical and organisational archi-
tecture to provide data, including factors like performance, security, support, or
accessibility. The research community defines the overall data sharing culture (in-
cluding community-specific norms), standard for both data and metadata, the sci-
entific value associated with shared data, and demands of journals and publishers
regarding the publication of data.
The data recipient or data user can be discussed from two perspectives: either
from the perspective of the data producer who anticipates a certain user behaviour
or from the perspective of the data user, looking at his or her expectations and
needs. On the producer side, individual researchers are particularly afraid of neg-
13
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Figure 1.2: Cross-sectional design of panel data, illustrating common problems
which are related to the survey design: (1) missing values (indicated with an dot),
(2) panel attrition (participants leave the panel), (3) refreshment samples (new sam-
ples are added in subsequent waves), and (4) modification of measures over time
(e. g., adding a response option to a question).
ative consequences. These concerns usually involve either the risk of adverse use
of the data by the recipient or concerns about the recipient’s organisation (like in-
sufficient security standards). The opposed perspective of the data user was not
covered by the original framework. To fill this gap, section 1.5 takes a closer look at
the SOEP data users, analysing the SOEP user survey. This includes, in particular,
user requirements regarding shared data.
1.2 Panel data
Three key features distinguish panel studies from other survey designs [25, 44]:
First, panel studies are based on repeated data collections. Second, the samples are
supposed to be stable over time. And third, the instruments are producing com-
parable measures over time. Figure 1.2 illustrates how these three aspects shape
the resulting data and highlights specific problems like panel attrition or changing
measures.
Data collections are usually conducted in constant intervals during distinct field-
work periods referred to as waves. Typical frequencies for waves vary between
weeks and years. Although the panel design does not depend on the concept of
distinct waves (like the example of the German Longitudinal Election Study (GLES)
[45] and its rolling panel design illustrates), for the rest of the dissertation, we assume
the case of distinct waves with constant intervals.
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Unlike other longitudinal designs, panel studies are based on stable samples—
the same individuals or entities are surveyed repeatedly. In reality, however, sam-
ples constantly shrink due to various reasons, including changes in the social real-
ity (e. g., people leaving the survey context or dying) or methodological problems
(e. g., participants start refusing to participate). This process, called panel attrition,
in combination with optional refreshment samples creates a specific challenge for
the analysis of panel data and accordingly for the documentation [46].
Social reality not only affects the sample but also forces survey methodologists
to adapt their instruments to external changes. Concepts like ‘unemployment’ are
subject to political reforms and other developments that have to be taken into con-
sideration. Because the analytical power of panel studies depends on repeated
measurements that are comparable, panel providers are, at least, responsible to
document those changes in a way that researchers can harmonize variables ex post.
The conceptual design of a panel study is a specialisation of a longitudinal study
(repeated measure but not necessarily repeated samples), which itself is a speciali-
sation of a generic survey (not necessarily repeated data collections). Further, cross-
sectional surveys are never conducted in complete isolation, but refer to previous
work, with subsequent research projects possibly referring back to them. There-
fore, cross-sectional surveys have an iterative moment as well. This will allow us
to generalize most of the findings in this dissertation for longitudinal or even cross-
sectional designs, even if the discussion focuses on panel studies.
1.3 German Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP)
The original proposal for the Socio-Economic Panel was made in 1982 [47]. It
argued that Germany, at that time, was confronted with significant socio-demo-
graphic challenges that could not be analysed adequately with existing data sources
but required panel data to model developments. It proposed to start with a sam-
ple of 5,000 households in Germany, covering a variety of topics, including income,
employment, education, living conditions, health, and life satisfaction. In fact, the
SOEP started in 1984 with a sample of 5,921 households; in 2012, the SOEP reached
12,322 households [48].
The household interviews are complemented with individual interviews of all
adults (age 16 and above) and additional interviews depending on the interview-
ing situation and the household composition (e.g., special questionnaires for new
households or children under the age of 16.). The data collection including the im-
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plementation of the questionnaires is conducted by the fieldwork organisation TNS
Infratest of Munich. As of 2015, questionnaires come in three versions: on paper, on
interview laptops, and as web surveys. The SOEP interviews are usually personal
interviews where the interviewer visits the respondents at home and conducts the
interview using either a printed questionnaire or an interview laptop. Web-based
interviews are being tested as a third option.
The SOEP uses a centralized database (SIR [49]) to store its data and export them
into various data formats including the formats of common statistical packages
(e. g., Stata or SPSS)—the design is similar to a data warehouse system [50]. As one
part of the data service, researchers at the SOEP generate additional variables to
make the published datasets more user friendly. The resulting data are published
in a major data ‘distribution’ once a year, supplemented with additional bug fixes
as necessary. Each distribution contains all data since 1984, except for a small set
of variables (such as spacial data) which are too sensitive to be released—sensitive
data are available for on-site usage or remote analysis. The data are documented
in the data portal SOEPinfo [51], with additional material available on the SOEP
Website [52].
The SOEP data are analysed by both SOEP employees and external researchers.
All data users are obligated to report resulting publications to the SOEP where they
are managed and published in SOEPlit [53, 54]. The SOEP is evaluated regarding its
scientific output (assessed based on the scientific publications) but also regarding
its service. As a part of the Leibniz association, the SOEP is evaluated on a regular
basis.
The SOEP is located at the German Institute for Economic Research (DIW Berlin)
and is divided into three sub-departments: survey methodology, applied panel
analysis and knowledge transfer, and data operations and research data center [55].
The three departments illustrate that the SOEP is not only a producer of panel data
but also a research infrastructure for panel data and a research institute that is ex-
pected to produce scientific results in the form of papers. Usually, researchers at
the SOEP are expected to spend half of their time on service (e. g., the generation of
user friendly variables) and the other half on scientific work (writing papers).
The fact that researchers provide large parts of the SOEP service (such as data
management and data generation) has implications for the research infrastructure.
In particular, they are usually trained as social or economic researchers, famil-
iar with rectangular datasets as the common format for research data. Hardly
any of these researchers has experience with programming languages (like Java
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or Python), non-rectangular data formats (like XML), or database management
(like SQL). The training of researchers is a significant constraint for the design of a
metadata-driven infrastructure like in chapter 4. The development of DDI on Rails
(chapter 7) considers this constraint in mapping significant parts of the XML-based
DDI standard to rectangular formats—a format that is familiar to those researchers
and therefore gains a higher acceptance.
1.4 SOEPinfo, DDI on Rails, and paneldata.org
Since the late 1990s, SOEPinfo is a central part of the SOEP service [56]. SOEPinfo
provides a web-based documentation of the SOEP data on the level of variables
and questions. Based on the item correspondence list [23, 57], SOEPinfo supports
researchers to find related measures over time. The system includes a variable bas-
ket, in which the researchers can collect variables. Afterwards, the script generator
provides the corresponding script (Stata, SPSS, or SAS code) to select and merge
the SOEP data according to the selection in the basket. With more then 300 datasets
available for SOEP-Core, the script generator is a convenient service for the data
users.
The development of DDI on Rails was initiated because SOEPinfo was not capa-
ble to document studies other then SOEP-Core [58], not even SOEP-related studies
like SOEP-IS. DDI on Rails is a part of this dissertation and serves as a proof of
concept in the second part. The primary goal is to replicate the functionality of
SOEPinfo but in a study-independent manner. The use of the DDI standard (in-
troduced in section 2.1) facilitates a generic data model and, therefore, a re-usable
design of the application. The functionality of DDI on Rails, however, exceeds the
original SOEPinfo in various aspects, including support for statistical matching and
record linkage (see chapter 5), the documentation of multiple versions of one study,
and a sophisticated search index.
DDI on Rails is used in production on paneldata.org [41], documenting the
SOEP Core study, SOEP-related studies, and external studies. For this dissertation,
it is important to distinguish three names: (1) “SOEPinfo” refers to the original sys-
tem, developed in the late 1990s; (2) “DDI on Rails” is the new software and the
software only, which is designed as a successor for the original SOEPinfo; (3) DDI
on Rail is used in production on “paneldata.org”, where data users can find the cur-
rent documentation of the SOEP and other studies. DDI on Rails and paneldata.org
are discussed in more detail in chapter 7.
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1.5 Secondary data users
Since 2011, the SOEP user surveys are conducted annually in order to gain insights
about researchers working with panel data. Earlier user surveys were irregular,
with only the 2004 user survey providing quantitative data as a reference. We2
provide a general overview of the results in “On the Structure of Empirical Social,
Behavior, and Economic Researchers Using the SOEP: An Overview of Results from
the SOEP User Survey” [38].
The web-based survey is implemented in LimeSurvey [59] targeting all SOEP
users. The following analysis focus on the 2013 survey but includes results from the
other years as well. The 2013 survey resulted in 603 valid interviews. Contrasting
this number with approximately 1,250 active data users (researchers who received
the SOEP data or a data update in the last five years), we estimate an response rate
of almost 50 percent. The questionnaire consists of demographic questions, general
question about the SOEP data and service, as well as varying questions on specific
topics like the documentation infrastructure or the usage of the longitudinal aspect
of the data. The participants are on average 37 years old and comprise of more men
then women (60 % men). The most represented disciplines are economics (43 %),
sociology (36 %), and psychology (6.5 %). Sixty percent of those surveyed have
experience in academic teaching.
The following analysis complements our paper [38] and takes a closer look at
three question concerning the following chapters of this dissertation: (1) How do
the SOEP users analyse the research data? (2) Which software is used for the analy-
sis of the data? (3) What functionality do the users expect in a metadata portal like
SOEPinfo?
Regarding data analysis, it is worth mentioning that the SOEP samples are
drawn on the household level, but all (adult) members of the households are also
interviewed individually. Despite the fact that the SOEP is a household panel, most
researchers focus on the individual level (97 %), with only 57 % explicitly analysing
at the household level. The majority takes advantage of the specific characteristic
of a panel study and analyse the data over time (84 %). However, 77 % generate
cross-sectional statistics as well. Regional or spacial data are used by 34 %, even
if those data have a more complex structure and are limited in their accessibility.
Regarding the longitudinal design, the wide format was considered the preferred
data structure for a long time, but the majority of the 2013 respondents solely uses
2Joint work with Florian Griese, Janine Napieraj, Marius Pahl, Carolin Stolpe, and Gert Wagner.
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the long-format (55 %), 25 % use both the long and the wide format, and only a
minority of 12 % uses solely the wide format. In 2010 the SOEP released a beta ver-
sion of harmonized data in the long format, which was used by 35% of the users
responding in the 2013 survey.
Most researchers work with Stata (76 %) and SPSS (30 %) to analyse the data.
The comparison of the data from 2004 to 2011 illustrates how fast these preferences
can change: In 2004, SPSS was the most popular package, changing position with
Stata in less then 10 years. Stata on the other hand, the dominant package in 2011,
had not yet been released when the SOEP started in 1984. (Stata version 1.0 was
released in 1985 [60].) SAS, once one of the most popular packages, is now down
to only 3.5 %. The statistical package currently gaining users the fastest, is the open
source software R (no users in 2004, 15 % in 2013). The software support for SAS in
SOEPinfo was therefore replaced with support for R in DDI on Rails when it was
released to the public in December 2013. The fluctuation indicates the fact that these
statistical packages and their proprietary formats are too short-lived to be used for
long-term preservation.
SOEPinfo supports researchers searching for variables, provides additional in-
formation about those variables (such as links to related variables, frequencies, or
the underlying questions), and allows the user to collect variables in a basket to ex-
port them in various statistical scripting languages (Stata, SPSS, and SAS). The 2011
user survey asked researchers how useful these functions are. Table 1.1 provides
an overview, sorted by the researchers’ preferences. The most important function-
ality is the variable search (92 %), followed by the internal links to questions (85 %)
and corresponding variables over time (83 %). It comes as a surprise that 42 % of
the users do not think that the basket and the related syntax generator provide a
helpful functionality.
In summary, the SOEP data users are mostly social, economic, and behavioural
researchers that normally analyse panel data in the long format and on the individ-
ual level. Based on the 2013 survey, they prefer Stata, SPSS, and R to analyse the
data; but the comparison with the 2004 user survey makes clear that preferences
change from time to time. The following chapters, in particular when designing
the reference architecture in chapter 6 and introducing DDI on Rails in chapter 7,
will respect the reported 2013 preferences but also consider the fact that preferences
are likely to change.
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Table 1.1: Assessment of the functionality in SOEPinfo. The original question used
a five-point Likert scale that was recoded for the reader’s convenience: helpful
combines very helpful and rather helpful, neither remains, and not helpful com-
bines rather not helpful and not helpful at all. The categories are ordered by the
researchers’ preferences.
neither not
helpful / nor helpful
1 variable search 91.72 7.10 1.18
2 questions 84.83 11.38 3.79
3 corresponding variables 83.45 14.03 2.52
4 frequencies 77.04 16.04 6.92
5 topics 63.31 25.54 11.15
6 basket 62.50 24.29 13.21
7 dataset composition 58.30 26.20 15.50
8 syntax generator 58.14 24.03 17.83
1.6 Data sharing and re-analysis
John Chambers [61] describes how users of statistical software packages often tran-
sition, becoming programmers in order to express their ideas computationally. This
section assumes that a similar transition from secondary data user to data producer
is common in social and economic sciences. Scientific results are expected to be re-
producible or even fully replicable [62, 63]. Thus, the first reason for sharing data
is to enable researchers to verify results in re-analysis. Further, examining the data
might reveal for new research questions. Sharing data supports other researchers
and makes scientific progress more efficient. Nevertheless, researchers sharing data
must consider various limitations, in particular privacy issues.
Panel studies like the SOEP limit the access to their data to only those researchers
who agree to abide by data protection policies that protect the privacy of partici-
pants. Therefore, researchers are usually not allowed to publish the data after pro-
cessing them for analysis, even as journals and researchers increasingly demand
publication of underlying data [64]. The first step to enable the reproducibility of
analyses, however, is not the data but rather the processing and analysis scripts,
which are less sensitive and can usually be published without any limitations other
than copyright. Persistent identifiers (see section 5.1) allow researchers to reference
data sources. The combination of the data (or persistent identifiers for the data)
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and the corresponding analysis scripts is considered to be valid documentation of
an analysis project, which enables reproducibility [62].
Data repositories support researchers with both the technical infrastructure to
share data and the organisational infrastructure necessary for restricted access data.
The later includes, for example, on-site access to sensitive data or the necessary
contract management for data users, which are two things that are nearly impos-
sible for an individual researcher to provide. As an example, the SOEP provides
an archive as a service within its research data center (RDC) [65]. In this archive,
researchers can store material related to their analysis of the SOEP data.
1.7 Data quality and usability
Data quality refers to the content of the data—whether they adequately represent a
particular aspect of reality that they refer to. The data quality depends on the initial
study design, the samples, the instruments and methods, the data transformations
that applied, as well as other aspects of survey methodology and data manage-
ment. Lynn [66] proposes an comprehensive framework to assess the quality of
longitudinal data. Nevertheless, data quality is a necessary but insufficient condi-
tion for a researcher to draw correct conclusions. The researcher must also find the
appropriate data and variables as well as be able to understand and interpret their
content correctly. Data usability refers to the fact that a data user is able to utilize
the data. It depends, most of all, on suitable documentation of the study and the
data.
Sections 1.3 and 1.5 discussed the users and producers of the SOEP data. Both
groups mostly consist of social and economic researchers with a profound knowl-
edge of their preferred statistical packages but, at best, rudimentary knowledge of
programming languages and complex data structures. They are used to rectangu-
lar datasets as the preferred data structure for statistical analysis. The experience
and knowledge of the researcher is a crucial restriction for the development of a
metadata-driven infrastructure (chapter 4) and the development of the reference
architecture (chapter 6).
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Chapter 2
Generic process model
Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the requirements of researchers using and
producing the SOEP data. The SOEP, however, is only one panel study amongst
many others, both conducted by the SOEP organisation and by entities around the
world. The SOEP conducts additional surveys designed to be interoperable with
the core study. The surveys include an additional panel for innovative methods and
other studies that are funded by third-parties. Panels are also conducted by other
organisations, both within Germany (e. g., Pairfam, GIP, and NEPS) and around the
world (e. g., PSID, Understanding Society, and Hilda). The following chapters and
the development of DDI on Rails are intended to be reusable in the context of panel
studies other than the SOEP.
To bring the discussion on a more abstract level, this chapter develops a generic
model of panel studies, asking: What does a generic process model for panel stud-
ies look like and which digital objects can be identified in the model? The results
should not only support the development of DDI on Rails but also the development
of re-usable generic tools and the design of interoperable workflows for panel stud-
ies.
The core of this chapter is the Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model
(GLBPM). The first two sections describe the context for the development and use
of the GLBPM. First, the history of the Data Documentation Initiative provides es-
sential background information on the DDI standard as one of the most important
inputs to this dissertation and, in particular, highlights the emergence and rele-
vance of generic process models for the effective design of research infrastructures.
Second, we define a set of reference studies to tested the model and to ensure the
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re-usability of further results. The Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model
(GLBPM) covers three sections: the introduction of the model from a historic per-
spective, the presentation of the major nine phases in the model, and the identifica-
tion of digital objects in the model. The chapter closes with a discussion on how to
utilize a generic model like the GLBPM, and the implications of generic models for
a sustainable design of panel studies and supporting tools.
2.1 Background: Data Documentation Initiative
The Data Documentation Initiative (DDI) [67] provides a widely used metadata
standard for the social, economic, and behavioural sciences. Section 4.5 takes a
closer look at the design of the standard itself. For now, we focus on the history of
the initiative and the development of the standard through earlier versions [1, 68].
This provides not only the context for the introduction of the standard, it also in-
troduces the use and value of generic process models from a historical perspective.
In the 1960s and 1970s—long before tools like Stata, SPSS, or SAS integrated
variable and value labels into their file formats—, datasets (e. g., in the OSIRIS for-
mat) usually consisted of numeric values representing categorical measures and
the meaning of the numeric representations was stored separately in complemen-
tary codebooks. Blank [21] points out that the technical infrastructure was very
homogeneous at that time (in particular, OSIRIS running on IBM mainframes) and
metadata were stored in an almost standardized manner. This changed fundamen-
tally during the 1980s when the PC became powerful enough for data management
and analysis. With diverging platforms, operating systems, and statistical pack-
ages, multiple designs for data and metadata management emerged. (Section 3.3
provides a detailed discussion of problems that result from conflicting data models
in various statistical packages.)
In the 1990s, the potential of and the need for standardized data to facilitate
interoperability became more obvious as the Internet was increasingly used to ex-
change data. In 1993, a group inside the International Association for Social Sci-
ence Information Service and Technology (IASSIST) initiated the development of
an XML standard for codebooks. In 1995 this work transitioned into the formation
of the Data Documentation Initiative (DDI), which published version 1 of the DDI
standard in 2000 [69]. This version broadened the perspective on metadata and
documentation. This first and the following second version are now referred to as
the ‘codebook’ branch of the standard. However, both versions include context in-
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formation about the study design, the authors, the instruments, and other aspects
of data production.
After publishing version 2 in 2003, the initiative started to fundamentally re-
thinking the principles and the design of the standard: The DDI Lifecycle model
(see figure 2.1 on page 29, introduced in section 2.3) became the foundation for the
design of the standard [1]. The most important change might be that metadata cu-
ration is no longer an ex post task for data production. It is integrated into the whole
process and metadata can be reused in the iterative design of the lifecycle. In 2011,
work on the next version of the standard started under the working-title ‘moving
forward’ [33]. In particular, the previous versions are pure XML standards, ne-
glecting the importance of relational databases, object orientated software design,
and other data formats. The next version will be model-based—the standard will be
designed in the form of UML diagrams (models) first, complemented by written
documents, and finally resulting in various technical implementations (including
XML Schema Definitions).
For this dissertation, the history of the DDI standard highlights the need for
standardized metadata and with careful study revealing two important observa-
tions about the DDI standard: First, the transformation from a static codebook de-
sign to the dynamic lifecycle design has gone far but is not yet fully implemented.
Second, the current XML version of the standard is not lossless transferable to re-
lational databases and object orientated design, which will affect the design of DDI
on Rails in part II.
2.2 Reference studies
Before designing a generic reference model, table 2.1 provides a set of reference
studies that should fit the generic model. The studies are grouped in three cat-
egories: SOEP-related studies, other panel studies in Germany and Europe, and
household panels included in the Cross National Equivalent Files (CNEF). The
work in this dissertation and the development of DDI on Rails is intended to be
re-usable for at least this set of studies.
SOEP-related studies are designed to be interoperable with the core SOEP, five
are part of the reference set. The SOEP Innovation Sample (SOEP-IS) started in 2011
by extracting two samples from the core study [70] and includes more innovative
research instruments. SOEP-IS is a panel study, considered to be an expansion of
the former SOEP Pretests, which were designed as cross-sectional studies. Families
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Table 2.1: Studies related or similar to the SOEP: (1) SOEP-related studies (located
or co-located at the DIW Berlin), (2) other panel studies (in Germany and Europe),
and (3) the household panel surveys included in the Cross National Equivalent File
(CNEF).
Study
1 SOEP Innovation Sample (SOEP-IS) [70] and SOEP Pretests
Berlin Aging Study II (BASE-II) [71, 72]
Families in Germany (Familien in Deutschland, FID) [73, 74]
PIAAC Panel (PIAAC-L) [75]
TwinLife [76]
2 National Educational Panel Study (NEPS) [77]
Pairfam [78]
Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe (SHARE) [79]
German Internet Panel (GIP) [80]
Processes of Mate Choice in Online-Dating (PPOK) [7]
3 Understanding Society (UK, former BHPS) [81]
Household, Income and Labour Dynamics in Australia Survey (HILDA) [82]
Korean Labor Income Panel Study (KLIPS) [83]
Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID, USA) [84]
Russia Longitudinal Monitoring Survey (RLMS-HSE) [85]
Swiss Household Panel (SHP) [86]
Survey of Labor and Income Dynamics (SLID, Canada) [87]
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in Germany (FiD) [73, 74] was initiated by the Federal Ministry for Family Affairs,
Senior Citizens, Women and Youth (BMFSFJ) and the Federal Ministry of Finance
(BMF) to evaluate the full range of public benefits for married people and families.
After the funding expired, both the FiD sample and the existing data are integrated
into the SOEP-Core study. This provides a use case for linking and merging panel
data, discussed in chapter 5.
Further SOEP-related studies are TwinLife [76], PIAAC-L [75], and the Berlin
Aging Study II (BASE-II) [71, 72]. They are externally funded and combine a panel
survey with other designs for data collection. TwinLife is a behavioural and ge-
netic study investigating the development of social inequality based on a sample of
4,000 twins. PIAAC (Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Com-
petencies) is a worldwide OECD survey on adult skills. PIAAC-L or PIAAC Panel
continues a sample of more than 5,000 respondents from the German PIAAC sur-
vey of 2011/12. This project is a cooperation of Gesis, the National Educational
Panel Study (NEPS), and the SOEP. Besides the SOEP questionnaires, competency
measures from both PIAAC and NEPS are used. BASE-II collects data on the objec-
tive health (e. g., cardiovascular system, musculosceletal system, immune system),
the functional capacity (e. g., physical capacity, vision, hearing, balance), and the
subjective health and well-being of the respondents.
The panel design is popular in Germany. Two panel studies, the family panel
Pairfam [78] and the German Internet Panel (GIP) [80], intend to use DDI on Rails
for their data documentation. Thus, they are the most relevant external use cases
here.
The 2008-launched family panel Pairfam (Panel Analysis of Intimate Relation-
ships and Family Dynamics) [78, 88] is a multi-disciplinary, longitudinal study on
partnership and family dynamics in Germany. The annually collected survey data
from a nationwide random sample of more than 12,000 persons of the three birth
cohorts 1971–73, 1981–83, 1991–93 and their partners, parents and children, offers
unique opportunities for the analysis of partner and generational relationships as
they develop over the course of multiple life phases.
Designed as an infrastructure project, the German Internet Panel (GIP) [80] col-
lects data about individual attitudes and preferences that are relevant for political
and economic decision-making processes. The data form the empirical basis for
the scientific research of multiple SFB 884 (Political Economy of Reforms) project
groups. The methodological composition of the GIP aims to build a panel study
that, on the one hand, benefits from the advantages of online surveys (lower costs,
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higher flexibility) and, on the other, is representative for the entire German popula-
tion (age 16 to 75 ). Currently about 1,500 respondents participate in the study and
are invited bimonthly to participate in a survey. Topics include family, policy and
economy.
The National Educational Panel Study (NEPS) [77] samples specific age cohorts
(starting with Kindergarten through adulthood). The Study on Health, Ageing and
Retirement in Europe (SHARE) [79] complements traditional survey design with
the collection of biomarkers. Moreover, the fieldwork across Europe involves mul-
tiple organisations, increasing the organisational complexity.
In comparison to all previous studies, the project Processes of Mate Choice
in Online-Dating (PPOK, Prozesse der Partnerwahl auf Online-Kontaktbo¨rsen) [7]
was significantly smaller and has already expired. Nevertheless, the PPOK project
is interesting for two reasons. First, it provides a reference to discuss whether the
generic framework in section 2.3 works for small projects. Second, the project was
originally not designed as a panel study but used process generated online data.
The panel was implemented later to complement these data, providing a use case
for variable linkage in chapter 5.
The Cross National Equivalent File (CNEF) [89, 90, 91] consists of eight house-
hold panels from the United States, Germany, Great Britain, Canada, Russia, Ko-
rea, Swiss, and Australia. Unfortunately, the Canadian household panel has been
expired. CNEF data provide a basic set of variables harmonized for the included
studies. The group of studies in the CNEF represent an important trend in survey
design, the concept of household panels. These surveys sample on household level,
but also interview individual members (usually with some age restrictions) cover-
ing a broad selection of topics primarily from the social, behavioural, and economic
sciences but also from demography, geography, and psychology.
For further discussions on how to implement re-usable tools and to design
metadata-driven infrastructures for panel studies, it would be overwhelming to
take all specifics of these reference studies into account. To use, in contrast, the
SOEP as the sole use case would significantly restrict the possibility to re-use and
generalize the results. The proposed solution abstracts from the various imple-
mentations and designs a generic model of panel studies, to build the following
discussion on it.
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Figure 2.1: The DDI Lifecycle model [1], modified to highlight the iterative charac-
ter [94].
2.3 Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model
The DDI Lifecycle (figure 2.1) provides an abstract model of the data flow in a re-
search project. The model is simple but still sufficient to improve the development
and quality of the DDI standard (version 3) significantly. The DDI Lifecycle is not
considered to be a linear process starting with the study concept and ending with
the data analysis but rather an iterative design. Metadata created in one iteration
can be reused in subsequent iterations, reducing the overall costs of documenta-
tion. The 1st Dagstuhl Workshop on Longitudinal Data started refining this and
other longitudinal aspects of the standard [92, 93, 94, 95].
Based on the DDI Lifecyle model, a group of national statistical institutes (NSIs)
under the direction of the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UN-
ECE) developed a more sophisticated business process model for the collection and
generation of statistical data, called the Generic Statistical Business Process Model
(GSBPM) [96, 97]. Unfortunately, the workflows in NSIs and in academic panel
studies differ significantly. Thus, at the 2nd Dagstuhl Workshop on Longitudinal
Data, we1 designed a modified version of the GSBPM, optimized for longitudinal
and panel studies. The result is the Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model
(GLBPM) [37].
1Ingo Barkow, William Block, Jay Greenfield, Arofan Gregory, Marcel Hebing, Larry Hoyle, Wolf-
gang Zenk-Mo¨ltgen
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Like its statistical counterpart (the GSBPM), the GLBPM consists of nine ma-
jor phases, accompanied by continuous tasks (see figure 2.2). On this level, the
biggest adjustment is the integration of data analysis (referring to analysis that test
the quality of data) into the data processing phase and adding an additional phase,
research and publish, thus highlighting the most important difference between NSIs
and academia: the way scientific work is created and rewarded. The nine top-level
process steps represent the generic design of panel studies. The following discus-
sion is based on the top-level steps and, only if required, more detailed steps will
be introduced. The original paper [37], however, provides a detailed introduction
of all sub-steps.
2.4 Phases and process steps
The original GLBPM work is vague on the objects that are managed throughout the
whole process. The identification of the nine major process steps is supplemented
by the introduction of digital objects that are required, processed, or created in
specific steps. The term ‘digital objects’ includes all kinds of objects including web-
based questionnaires, images, datasets, and scientific articles.
In phase 1, the needs of the project are evaluated and specified. Most of the
material in this phase are written documents containing research questions, project
descriptions, or funding applications. This is the phase with the least amount of
structured metadata. The first wave can only refer to external material (see contin-
uous task use of external standards). Indeed, every study depends to some degree on
previous and external work. These dependencies can be documented as citations to
external work. In subsequent waves, the results from phase 9 (retrospective eval-
uation) might become the most relevant input. The results of the evaluation and
the specification of needs become an important input for the more detailed study
design in phase 2.
In phase 2, potential data sources are evaluated and the data collection is de-
signed (in subsequent waves: re-designed). In a codebook-orientated documenta-
tion environment, this phase is usually not documented in a structured way. The
lifecycle approach allows structured metadata, but it will be a major point for dis-
cussion whether it is reasonable to document the early phases in a strictly stan-
dardized manner. Base on the results from phase 1, the methodology (sampling
methods, instrument design, etc.) and the organisational infrastructure are speci-
fied. Phase 2, however, operates on a conceptual level and does not implement any
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tools or instruments. The first two phases design a conceptual study description to
be assessed in phase 9.
In phase 3, the instruments for the data collection are built and later re-built, in-
cluding validations and tests of the tools. The documentation of the instrument is
crucial for the interpretation of the resulting data. The instruments (as the main out-
put of phase 3) are implemented based on the specifications from phase 2. In panel
studies, the instruments are usually questionnaires. However, the list of studies
in section 2.2 present several alternative data sources and collection designs (e. g.,
collecting biomarkers or extracting data from administrative sources).
In phase 4, the sample is selected (even so the design of the sample belongs to
phase 2) and the data are collected. The output of this phase are the raw data. Thus,
in this phase we not only document how the collection works, but we also start doc-
umenting data files and processing tasks. Based on the sample design from phase
2, phase 4 selects the actual sample and conducts the data collection, using the tools
from phase 3. The detailed documentation of the fieldwork (including sample se-
lection and data collection) enables external researchers to assess the quality of the
data.
In phase 5, the raw data are processed and analysed. We combined phase 5 (pro-
cess) and 6 (analyse) of the GSBPM into one phase, because the understanding of
analysis by panel data users differs from the statistical world’s meaning. The anal-
ysis of the data in this phase is not focused on publishing results but rather on
testing and validating the data. Research-focused analysis belongs to phase 8. The
documentation of data processing, data generations, and data transformations are
discussed in section 3.4. Phase 5 takes the (raw) data produced in phase 4 and trans-
forms them into a data product that can be shared with other researchers for further
analysis. Ideally, these transformations are conducted using transformation scripts.
In every case, the comprehensibility of shared data depends on the documentation
of transformation tasks that generated them.
In phase 6, the data are archived, preserved, and curated. The circle view of the
GLBPM (figure 2.3, introduced in detail at the end of the section) separates this
phase from the other phases and designates the archive as a hub. Multiple phases
interact with the archive to store data, but also to retrieve data in subsequent iter-
ations. The archive depends, in particular, on consistent and persistent identifiers,
which are discussed in section 5.1. This phase basically takes every object from all
the other phases as input to prepare and store for long-term preservation.
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Figure 2.3: The Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model: circle view (modi-
fied version, based on [37]).
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In phase 7, the data are released, with users discovering and obtaining. This
might be the phase where high quality metadata pay off the most. The develop-
ment of DDI on Rails is, most of all, a contribution to this phase. Phases 5 and 6
prepared data and other material for publication and preservation. The actual data
dissemination process produces administrative data (information about data users,
contracts, etc.).
In phase 8, users address their research questions using the data and publish
results—in particular, as peer-reviewed articles. The increasing request for repro-
ducible research creates new demands. In addition to the traditional standards for
publications, the demand for reproducible research creates new needs. Re-analysis
archives help researchers to link their publications with the underlying material, in-
cluding data and scripts. Beyond the research papers produced in phase 8, this un-
derlying material is also an important output that should be documented, archived,
and made public. The documentation of data transformations and analysis scripts
is discussed in greater detail in subsequent chapters.
In phase 9, the process of a given iteration is evaluated and leads back to phase 1.
Metadata and the documentation, generated during the whole process, support the
final assessment of an iteration. Based on the conceptual study description from the
first two phases, phase 9 evaluates the execution of phases 3–8. This might lead to
recommendations for subsequent waves (assessment report) and should result in
an updated version of the study description that no longer describes what should
happen but what actually happened.
The nine phases are accompanied by three groups of continuous tasks: Project /
quality management refers to the business side of a panel study. Metadata management
as a continuous tasks links material from distinct phases together and becomes a
prerequisite for the discussion of a metadata-driven infrastructure in chapter 4. Use of
external standards (classifications, concepts, questions, variables) ensures the inter-
operability of one study with external studies or data sources. Chapter 5 discusses
options to link studies on the variable level.
As previously noted, it became obvious during the work designing the GLBPM
that the nine steps can be followed in a sequential order except for one: the archiv-
ing phase. While all other steps can be modelled using a simple input-output-
relation with the previous and the subsequent step, the archive has similar inter-
actions with multiple steps. The horizontal design of the GSBPM and the GLBPM
(figure 2.2) hide the iterative character of all these models. Consequently, figure
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2.3 provides an alternative design, taking into account both the specific role of the
archiving task and the iterative design of the whole model.
2.5 Digital objects and classes
Some of the digital objects identified for the nine phases recur in identical or similar
form in other phases. Most notably, multiple phases create or process research
data. Table 2.2 lists the digital objects identified in the GLBPM. These digital objects
can be grouped in seven classes: study descriptions, instruments, research data,
transformation scripts, publications, administrative data, and documentation.
The study description groups mostly unstructured documents. This includes de-
tails on the study design, methodology and fieldwork, the description of the data
and the data access, as well as the final assessment report. Section 3.1 proposes a
semi-standardized structure for information included in the study description.
The questionnaire is the most important instrument for panel studies and a sus-
tainable documentation of all modes of a questionnaire (e. g., paper and pencil,
computer assisted personal interviewing, or web-based questionnaires) can be-
come quite sophisticated. The following chapters focus on questionnaires as a
special class of instruments. In particular, section 3.2 discusses the challenges of
a generic data model for questionnaires across modes and tools.
Raw data (phase 4), shared data (phase 5), archived data (phase 6) and analysis
data (phase 8) represent different stages of research data during the data lifecycle.
Section 3.3 analyses the characteristics of these stages and chapter 5 presents meta-
data models to link the datasets across the stages. The transitions from one stage to
another is usually automated based on transformation scripts, including processing
and analysis scripts. Section 3.4 discusses the design and management of transfor-
mation scripts.
A significant part of the digital objects and other material is bundled in the
documentation. Section 3.5 describes the design and content of a substantial docu-
mentation. Further sections provide additional details regarding metadata (section
4.3) and identifier systems (section 5.1).
The aim of this dissertation is to design and support a metadata-driven infras-
tructure for panel studies, resulting in data of good quality and usability. Chap-
ter 3 discusses these first five classes of digital objects in more detail as they are
of particular relevance for the overall aim of the dissertation. The remaining ob-
jects (including instruments other than questionnaires, non-rectangular formats for
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Table 2.2: List of the digital objects identified in the nine phases of the GLBPM (see
section 2.4). Each digital object is assigned to a more abstract class.
Phase Digital objects Class
phase 1 external references study description
study design study description
phase 2 methodological report (including sample
and instrument design)
study description
phase 3 instruments instruments
instrument description study description
phase 4 raw datasets research data
fieldwork documentation study description
phase 5 processing scripts transf. scripts
dataset description study description
shared data research data
phase 6 persistent identifiers and additional
metadata
documentation
archived datasets research data
all digital objects documentation
phase 7 shared datasets research data
documentation (including other digital
objects)
documentation
user and contract data admin. data
phase 8 analysis scripts transf. scripts
analysis datasets research data
publications publications
phase 9 assessment report study description
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datasets, publications, and administrative data) are also of significance for science.
They are, however, of less relevance for the task at hand and will not be discussed
in more detail.
2.6 Utilizing a generic model
The GLBPM provides a generic framework for the design of longitudinal studies, in
general, and panel studies, in particular. The design distinguishes nine phases, con-
siders further iterations, and is interoperable with other models like the DDI Life-
cycle or the GSBPM. Seven classes of digital objects are identified from the GLBPM,
five of which are discussed in more detail in the following chapter. Even without
the digital objects, the GLBPM has several use cases, some of which are the de-
velopment of metadata standards like DDI, the discussion of actual panel studies
based on a common vocabulary, and the identification of requirements for software
support in panel studies with a focus on reusable development.
The original motivation for the GLBPM was to support the development of the
DDI standard. Like its predecessor, the DDI Lifecycle, the GLBPM focuses on the
reuse of metadata. The circle view in figure 2.3 highlights the iterative design of the
model.
The GLBPM is also useful for the description and design of actual panel studies.
The first step in applying the GLBPM is to treat it like a controlled vocabulary.
This implies that process designers should reuse the terms suggested in the model
instead of creating new ones, which is a common source of confusion. The second
step is to describe how process steps are re-ordered in relation to the generic model.
This is a very efficient way of highlighting specific characteristics in a particular
workflow.
The GLBPM can also be used as a framework for software development. Even
if the requirements for a software project should come from real use cases and not
from theoretical models, a generic model like the GLBPM can support the devel-
opment of reusable tools. It basically provides a framework to define and adjust
requirements and designs to produce re-usable functionality. Furthermore, it helps
software developers to isolate use cases—this focus increases the chance of a devel-
opment project to deliver useful software on time.
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Chapter 3
Digital objects
In the introduction of the Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model (GLBPM)
in the previous chapter, five classes of digital objects that require further discus-
sion are identified. For each of these digital objects, there are many software tools
available to design, manage, or even execute their content: text editors and spe-
cialized tools for study descriptions, statistical packages (like Stata, SPSS, or R) and
database systems for research data and transformations, as well as survey tools for
questionnaires and other instruments.
Unfortunately, most tools are implemented independently, with individual data
models and exchange formats, resulting in inconsistent or even conflicting data
structures. Inconsistent data structures interfere with the aim of this dissertation
to build a generic framework. Therefore, this chapter looks in more detail at the
generic characteristics of each class of digital objects asking: Can the digital objects,
identified in chapter 2, be modelled in a generic way; that is, can it be independent
from the specific implementations in software tools and panel studies?
In the following, digital objects are discussed on a conceptual level. The con-
ceptual idea of each object is then tested with actual implementations in existing
panel studies or established software products. From the conceptual perspective, a
research dataset is solely a collection of data points. The actual implementation of a
.sav file in SPSS, for example, includes additional metadata like multilingual labels
or documentation of the questionnaire. However, the more details are integrated
into a digital object, the less likely it is that the object will be interoperable among
process steps and software tools. To focus on the minimum conceptual idea of a
digital object increases the chance of finding a generic and interoperable represen-
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tation. The sections in this chapter discuss, individually, the generic characteristics
and common implementations of the five most important classes of digital objects
from chapter 2: study descriptions, research data, questionnaires, transformation
scripts, and documentation.
3.1 Study description
In the GLBPM, the study description bundles information from six distinct phases
(see figure 2.2): the study design from phase 1, methodological details from phase 2,
the instrument description from phase 3, the fieldwork documentation from phase
4, the documentation of the resulting datasets from phase 5, and the evaluation
from phase 9. Furthermore, a study description is expected to given an overview
of the whole process of a study (like an abstract). A first set of elements for this
purpose is available in the DDI Codebook standard [98], which defines an elabo-
rated set of standardized fields for the description of a study. This includes citation
details, the method of data collection, information about data access, and similar in-
formation. (For more details, see the field-level documentation of the <stdyDscr>
element [99] or the tree layout of the DDI-Lite standard [100] for a comprehensive
illustration.)
While the set of fields from the DDI Codebook standard provide a reasonable
starting point to outline a study description, the highly standardized structure of
the standard seems too narrow to represent the variety of information identified
in the GLBPM. Therefore, the following proposition for a study description sug-
gests only a high-level outline to be filled with prose text and links to additional
material. More structured outlines tend to fail when documenting innovative de-
signs and methods that have not been considered when the structure was defined.
The proposed outline for a study description consists of seven elements: abstract,
citation, method, data description, data access, study units, and other material /
notes.
(1) The study description starts with an overview in form of an abstract. Ab-
stracts are an established element of academic publications. Booth et al. [101] sug-
gest three elements for abstracts in publications (context, problem, main claim) that
can also be used to describe a study: start with the context of the project, explain
the problem that gets addressed, and outline the solution (methods and resulting
data).
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(2) The second section, citation, bundles basic references related to the study.
This includes the title of the study, primary investigators, citation standards, and
persistent identifiers. The citation follows the claim for “credit where credit is due”
[11] and provides the minimum information necessary to cite a study and its data.
(3) The method section includes the instruments, the sample design, and the
fieldwork documentation. A comprehensive documentation of these elements in
one section seems impossible—it is recommended to design this section as a struc-
tured list of references to further documents like questionnaires or fieldwork re-
ports. Nevertheless, the reader of this section should get a basic understanding of
the methodological design.
(4) The data description has two purposes: to document the design choices re-
garding the structure of the research data (e. g., conventions for missing codes or
variable names), and to provide an overview of the available datasets and their
content. Codebooks for the individual datasets and data portals like DDI on Rails
can complement this section.
(5) The section on data access describes rules and options to access the research
data. Studies that include detailed information on the individual level (microdata
and, in particular, spatial data), often distinguish specific levels of sensitivity and
define corresponding access options (e. g., download, remote access, or on-site us-
age). This section should provide the information to understand what data can be
accessed under which conditions.
(6) In a panel study, study units usually correspond to individual waves. Some
waves have specific characteristics (e. g., new samples or unique instruments) that
can be documented in this section. For more complex designs, every study unit can
be described in an individual study description, resulting in a nested structure of
study descriptions.
(7) The final section, other material and notes, is optional. Innovation is an im-
portant aspect of academic research and it seems unrealistic that any given outline
or structure can anticipate all future designs. This last section provides a place to
reference or include material that does not fit in the previous six elements.
The proposed outline implies that the study description results in a combina-
tion of text content and additional files. Both can be edited and managed in content
management systems (CMS), a class of software products with many reliable sys-
tems available. From a technical point of view, the study description is, therefore,
the least problematic class of digital objects in this chapter. And many studies al-
ready use appropriate systems in production. However, most studies have very
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different ideas on how to structure the content and, in particular, how to design the
web-page that researchers use to access data and documentation. The proposed
outline provides, most of all, a template for the overview to be comparable across
studies.
3.2 Questionnaires
Panel studies are not required to use questionnaires as instruments, but for all ref-
erence studies in section 2.2, the questionnaire is the most important type of instru-
ment. Furthermore, the GLBPM identifies two steps of questionnaire development:
the design (in phase 2), and implementation (in phase 3). The implementation is
crucial because it defines how data are collected in phase 4. Therefore, this section
focuses on data models for implemented questionnaires.
Survey methodologists usually distinguish questionnaire-based surveys regard-
ing their modes of data collection. Common modes include telephone interviews,
personal interviews with a printed questionnaire or with a interviewer laptop, and
web-based interviews. Each mode implies various methodological issues and com-
prehensive knowledge about mode effects is important for every survey researcher
[102]. From the perspective of the data model, however, there is only one impor-
tant distinction: whether the questionnaire is printed (static) or implemented as a
computer program (dynamic).
In a printed (static) questionnaire, all relevant information are visible in the lay-
out. This includes not only questions and answer categories, but also interviewer
instructions or filter definitions. The layout is fixed and cannot change during the
interview situation. Printed questionnaires are usually designed using desktop
publishing software (DTP) and can be archived as PDF files.
Dynamic questionnaires, implemented as computer programs, are more flexi-
ble and react to previous responses during the interview. Each execution can re-
sult in the same questionnaire being presented in a different way, depending upon
how the respondent answers each question. Text elements are adjusted to previous
answers, filter definitions are executed in the background hiding irrelevant ques-
tions automatically, and the layout depends on various aspects like the hardware or
other software tools (e. g., the browser in the case of a web-based interview). Fur-
thermore, the utilization of a computer facilitates new methods of data collection,
like the measurement of reaction times during the interview.
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Questionnaires, in particular dynamic ones, resemble computer programs in
many aspects [103]. Therefore, possible representations of a questionnaire are dis-
cussed in using computer programming metaphors. These metaphors reflect the
visual representation, flow logic, and data model of computer programs. (Chapter
7 introduces the Model-View-Controller pattern (MVC) [27] as a more technical ex-
ample.) The same three layers can be applied to discuss possible representations
of a questionnaire. Figure 3.1 illustrates the field layout (visual representation), the
source code (logical representation), and the semantic model (data model) for an
exemplary question.
The field layout (figure 3.1a) represents how the respondent (or in a personal in-
terview, the interviewer) sees the questionnaire during interview. The layout can
influence the respondent’s behaviour, and it is important to document it regardless
of whether it is printed or dynamic. A static questionnaire can usually be stored
as a PDF file that contains all relevant information. In contrast, the layout of a
dynamic questionnaire has to be recorded (for example as screen shots), but these
records usually lack important information like filters or certain preloaded infor-
mation used to personalize the questionnaire experience. While the layout of the
static questionnaire can be considered to be sufficient for documentation purposes,
dynamic ones need additional information.
Many software tools for dynamic questionnaires use some kind of program
code or source code as an import. Figure 3.1b provides an example from NIPO
ODIN [104]—a proprietary software and scripting language for computer assisted
interviews. If the source code is the only obvious input, one might think that it
provides a complete documentation of the questionnaire. The final representation,
however, depends on various factors (e. g., hardware and software configurations)
and therefore the source code cannot substitute for the documentation of the field
layout. Furthermore, some tools separate the definition of a questionnaire and the
template for the layout.
The semantic model it usually the most idealized and abstract representation of a
questionnaire, containing no layout information (which might be stored in a sepa-
rated layout template). In comparison to the source code, data models are usually
more restricted, but these restrictions make them easier to parse or import into a
documentation system. Figure 3.1c provides an example in queXML [105], a stan-
dard that is discussed in greater detail in section 4.5.
To preserve and document the content of a questionnaire, the most important
representation is the field layout. In the case of a dynamic questionnaire, additional
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B) SOURCE CODE
<question>
  <text>Which of the following is your main area of research?</text>
  <response varName="Q10"><fixed>
    <category><label>Health sciences</label><value>001</value></category>
    <category><label>Mathematics/natrual sciences</label>
              <value>002</value></category>
    <category><label>Engineering</label><value>003</value></category>
    <category><label>Economics, social sciences</label>
              <value>004</value></category>
    <category>
      <label>Other (specify):</label><value>­oth­</value>
      <contingentQuestion varName="Q10other"><length>24</length>
      </contingentQuestion>
    </category>
  </fixed></response>
</question>
** Q10: Disciplin ­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­
*QUESTION 10 *CODES L3 *LABEL "Disciplin"
*FONT 7Which of the following is your main area of research?
*FONT 0
001: Health sciences
002: Mathematics\natrual sciences
003: Engineering
004: Economics, social sciences
900: Other (specify): *OPEN *NOCON
C) SEMANTIC MODEL
A) FIELD LAYOUT
Which of the following is your main area of research?
  Health sciences
  Mathematics/natrual sciences
  Engineering
  Economics, social sciences
  Other (specify):
Figure 3.1: Three aspects of a question: the field layout is how the respondent sees
the question, the source code enables the computer to render the question (example
in NIPO ODIN’s scripting language [104]), and the semantic model provides an
abstract representation of the question (example in queXML [105]).
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information in form of either the source code or the semantic model are required to
document the flow logic. However, to compare the content of questionnaires or to
design questionnaires for multi-mode surveys, the idealized representation in the
semantic model enables further software support.
A specific problem for documentation is the flow logic. Static questionnaires
usually combine filters (“Ask this question only if. . . ”) and goto statements (“If . . . ,
go to . . . ”). Spencer [103] points out that goto statements in questionnaires are prob-
lematic for the same reasons that motivated software developers to banish them in
high-level programming languages. Further, during documentation, the important
information are filters that explain under which conditions a question was asked.
It is very inconvenient for a researcher to search all previous questions that might
contain goto statements influencing the current one. It is strongly recommended
that, at least for the documentation, all goto statements are translated into filter def-
initions to be complete and consistent.
3.3 Research data
Panel researchers are used to the rectangular data format. Within this format, how-
ever, various designs for panel data are possible. The first part of this section
presents and discusses multiple options, in particular the long format and the wide
format. Furthermore, a specific challenge for panel data is the representation of
missing values, discussed in the second part of this section.
In a rectangular dataset, each row represents an entity (e. g., a respondent) and
each column represents a measure / variable (e. g., the answers to a particular ques-
tion). Rectangular datasets are popular because many statistical models and statis-
tical packages (e. g., Stata and SPSS) are optimized for them. Panel studies col-
lect data in iterations (waves) and, therefore, they usually result in collections of
datasets. Furthermore, most studies observe multiple entities (e. g., data on the
household level and on the individual level), again multiplying the number of
datasets. In this cross-sectional data structure with distinct datasets for waves and
analysis levels, one dataset represents one class of entities (analysis unit) at one
particular point in time (wave).
The panel design, however, implies that entities and variables recur over time.
Corresponding datasets can be combined for analysis in two possible structures:
the wide and the long format [56, 106]. In the wide format (figure 3.2a), variables
from different waves are added as additional columns. Resulting in a data struc-
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Figure 3.2: The most prominent structures for panel data are the wide and the long
format. The wide format contains one row per entity (respondent), repeated mea-
sures are stored in distinct columns. In the long format, a row represents an entity
at a distinct point in time. The identifier for the individual is therefore comple-
mented with an identifier for the wave. Repeated measures are usually stored in
one column; however, changes in the measure might result in a distinct columns
for the original variables (var2a and var2b) and a harmonized variables (var2).
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ture, where each row still represents one entity and each column represents one
measure at a specific point in time. The most important implication of the wide
format is that the formats for corresponding variables can differ over time. When
transforming data into the long format (figure 3.2b), the researcher has to assure
that corresponding measures over time are coded consistently. In contrast to the
wide-format, the long format adds new rows for subsequent waves and, thereby,
changes the definition of what rows represents—each row now represents one re-
spondent at a particular point in time. Hence, corresponding measures over time
can be stored in one column, but only if the measures are coded consistently. For
inconsistent measures, there are two options: they can either be stored in two sep-
arate columns (var2a and var2b in figure 3.2b) or they can be harmonized to fit in
one column (var2 in figure 3.2b).
The constrain that only consistent values can be stored in one column can also
be seen as one of the biggest advantages of the long format—it is obvious which
variables are consistent over time and which ones have to be harmonized for anal-
ysis. These information are not directly accessible in the wide format. Therefore,
the long format can be transformed into the wide format automatically but not the
other way round. In computer science, the transition from wide to long could be
considered as one step towards normalisation, with even more normalized struc-
tures being possible. One extreme would be the Entity-Attribute-Value model (EAV
model) [107, 108], where all data are stored in only three columns (entity identifier,
attribute identifier, and the actual value). Structures like the EAV model might be
reasonable for data storage. For data management and analysis, the long format is
considered to be the optimum.
A specific problem of research data—in particular for the social and economic
sciences—are missing data originating from the interview situation. During an in-
terview, various factors can prevent the collection of a valid response. The SOEP
Desktop Companion [23], for example, distinguishes three causes: (1) The respon-
dent refuses to answer a particular question or does not know the answer (item
non-response); (2) the question cannot be answered by the interviewee because a
necessary condition is not met (does not apply); and (3) a given value was found to
be implausible.
The reasons for missing values have implications for the statistical reliability
of a variable [109]. While the second cause (does not apply) simply reduces the
number of valid cases, the first and the third cause (item non-response and im-
plausibility) can also bias the results of data analysis because they interfere with
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the assumption of a random sample. From a generic perspective, the answer to a
question and the reason for a missing value are two different variables, but most
statistical packages implement mechanisms to store the reasons for missing values
in one variable together with the valid answers (which is more efficient in the terms
of storage).
Stata and SPSS have implemented sophisticated functionality to deal with miss-
ing values, based on two different data structures. Stata [110, 111] has a predefined
set of values for missing values starting with the . (dot) as the standard encoding
for missing values and additional 26 values (.a, .b, . . . , .z) for more specific miss-
ing definitions. Internally, Stata reserves the largest 27 values of each numeric data
type for missing values. Because the missing values have a specific position in the
data type, comparisons like var01 < . are possible to select the valid cases of var01.
However, this solution works only for numeric values (including labeled numeric
values) but not for characters and strings. In contrast to Stata, SPSS [112, 113] al-
lows the user to declare one or more arbitrary values for each numeric variable as
missing values. Technically, the missing declaration is part of the metadata and
most statistical functions consider these declarations during analysis. Again, this
mechanism works only for numeric variables.
In contrast to Stata and SPSS, R [114, 115] has no mechanism for user-defined
missing values, but three pre-defined missing codes. The null pointer (NULL) is
complemented with two additional values for non applicable (NA) and not a num-
ber (NaN). R programmers, however, found various solutions to deal with missing
values but none of these implementations is considered to be a default solution for
R. Dus¸a [116] implemented a mechanism similar to SPSS in DDIwR where every
variable is complemented with an additional vector that defines which values are
treated as missing values. In r2ddi [39], we1 represent every variable in two vec-
tors: one for the valid cases and one for the missing values (for every entity, one
of these values has to be NULL). Nevertheless, both of these solutions are only used
within one package and none of them is considered a default solution for R.
The inconsistent designs of the statistical packages motivated some studies to
design their own conventions for missing values. The three missing definitions
in the SOEP, mentioned earlier, are consistently coded with -1 (no answer/don’t
know), -2 (does not apply), and -3 (implausible value). This approach works fine
in SPSS, not without recoding in Stata, and has the serious disadvantage that the
SOEP, by default, cannot store negative numbers in its datasets.
1Joint work with Jan Goebel.
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In conclusion, the most flexible and efficient solution for data storage is the SPSS
design. All other designs can be represented in SPSS and, therefore, it seems to be
a good default for documentation purposes. As an alternative, the two-column ap-
proach in r2ddi might need more memory but has a better performance to calculate
statistics and is also capable of storing paradata for valid cases.
3.4 Transformation scripts
Data transformation tasks cover all kinds of data manipulation. This includes re-
code operations, generation of new variables from existing ones, deletion of either
variables or cases, merging or splitting data files, and statistical computations. Us-
ing statistical packages like Stata, SPSS, or R, the researchers execute these opera-
tions either manually or via script. Manual editing of data is considered to not be a
sustainable option. Other researchers cannot track what changes are made manu-
ally to the data and the software cannot replicate the results automatically. Scripts,
on the other hand, can reproduce or even replicate results, which other researchers
can study to understand a particular transformation, and can be used to automate
significant parts of the data processing step in the GLBPM. The introduction of
metadata-driven infrastructure in chapter 4 requires that all transformation tasks
are script based to enable further automation.
We can distinguish two aspects of data transformations: the process of perform-
ing a transformation and the digital object (script) that represents and executes a
given transformation. Data transformations as a process will be discussed from
various perspectives in the following chapters. In general, the process includes the
task itself but also inputs and outputs that can connect multiple tasks. In this sec-
tion, we focus on the digital object—in particular, the documentation of transforma-
tion scripts that follows the more general claim to document the code of scientific
computations [10, 117].
The design of script code in Stata, SPSS, or R resembles the design of common
high-level programming languages (such as C, Java, or Ruby). They work with
local variables, allow the definition and execution of functions, and provide control
constructs (e. g., for loops or if-then-else conditions). Furthermore, they allow users
to add comments in code files that are not executed at runtime and can be used to
explain in a more or less structured way the purpose and design of a script.
Based on the resemblance to software code, it seems reasonable to re-use tools
and principles for software development. Version control and structured comments
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are two examples. Version control systems (such as Git [118, 119]) manage changes
and versions of scripts in a structured way and support collaborative editing using
shared repositories for code. Regarding comments, programmers know the rule of
thumb to write the same amount of comments as code. The same could apply to all
transformation scripts. Tools like Sphinx [120] or Doxygen [121] can generate code
documentations based on syntactic conventions for comments. Chapter 6 proposes
a comprehensive reference architecture for managing transformation scripts.
The preservation and documentation of transformation scripts is tightly con-
nected to a particular software tool. The code itself might be consumable for re-
searchers who understand the language. The execution of the code, however, is
bound to specific software. An alternative approach, proposed by the Banko Italia
and Eurostat, is the design of a meta-language called the Validation & Transforma-
tion Language (VTL) [122, 123], aiming to generate reproducible representations of
the algorithms that could be transformed into the scripting languages of the sta-
tistical packages. Nevertheless, exact replicability might be unrealistic because it
would have to consider every single detail—even bugs—in the actual implemen-
tations of the statistical packages. Thus, even different versions of one particular
package can produce different results.
Some authors [62, 124] argue that computational science should not aim for
replicability but for reproducibility. In this context, a full replication would repeat
all steps of a study (including data collection), whereas reproducibility would only
demand enough information (including code and the original data) to get a detailed
understanding of the study. If so, some problems of replicability (like the question
whether updates of a particular software package might still be able to perfectly
replicate previous results) might be negligible. The more important challenge is to
document data transformations as a whole in a comprehensible and reproducible
way. From this perspective, the VTL provides a comprehensive and valuable refer-
ence language to write reproducible but not replicable code.
The analogy to high-level programming languages will shape the following dis-
cussion of data transformations and the design of a reference architecture in chapter
6. Chapters 4 and 5 take a closer look at the possibility to automate processes using
transformation scripts and the documentation of transformations as a whole (not
only the scripts).
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3.5 Documentation, preservation, and metadata
‘Data documentation’ is a collective term including a variety of information about
studies and datasets that are crucial for their long-term preservation [125]. We must
be precise about three terms—documentation, metadata, and preservation—as they
refer to overlapping tasks and content, but seek different goals.
The documentation bundles material for users to understand and comprehend
something. This something can be concrete objects (e. g., a dataset) or abstract ob-
jects (e. g., a study). It includes both existing material (digital objects, metadata,
etc.) and additional material that is only collected or generated for the purpose of
documentation.
Metadata are added to the existing digital objects to store additional information
and links between objects. We define metadata as “data about data” [16]. Metadata
are often considered a part of the documentation—limited to digital objects and
highly structured. There are, however, metadata that are not part of the documen-
tation (e. g., copyright protected material or temporary metadata).
Preservation is more a task than a digital object. It composes and stores digital
objects (including the documentation and some metadata) to be available in the
long run. Many digital objects, including the documentation and some metadata,
are transformed to remain usable (e. g., by converting binary files into ASCII for-
mats).
In analogy to the Berners-Lee’s five star deployment scheme for open data [31],
five levels of structuredness can be distinguished when documenting panel studies
and their digital objects: prose text, structured formats, open and plain text formats,
standardized formats, and linked data.
(1) The absolute minimum for a documentation is prose text, for example in the
form of a working paper. The study description in section 3.1 can be seen as an
example for a plain text documentation. Further, for very innovative instruments
(section 3.2) there might be no structured documentation format available, in which
case researches should at least provide a written reference. This corresponds to the
first star of open data which refers to data that are available through the internet in
an arbitrary format. Berners-Lee adds a second demand to this first star, which is
an open license. It seems reasonable that the documentation of a study should be
accessible under an open license—free and not behind the pay wall of an academic
journal.
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(2) Structured formats support computer programs to automate tasks and pro-
vide additional functionality based on these formats (e. g., a search interface). Ex-
amples are the SOEP item correspondence table [126] (providing a list of related
variables in an Excel file) or proprietary formats for questionnaires. Unfortunately,
those formats depend on a specific software and therefore their interoperability is
limited.
(3) As an alternative to proprietary formats, structured information can also be
stored in open and plain text formats. Examples are Comma Separated Values (CSV),
the eXtensible Markup Language (XML), or the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON).
Section 3.2 distinguished source code, which is usually in a proprietary format, and
semantic models, which can be represented in open and plain text formats.
(4) The next step towards interoperable tools is the use of standards. To continue
the example of a questionnaire, a standard like queXML [105] can be used to de-
fine the structure of XML files for questionnaire documentation. While the original
definition of 5-star open data demands W3C standards, it seems sufficient for a
panel study to use a standard for their documentation that is acknowledged by the
scientific community.
(5) The fifth level of open data demands to link data to other data. This would
also be desirable for panel data and their documentation and will be discussed in
detail in chapter 5. The DDI community is currently working on an RDF version
of the standard. A first draft was published as the Disco ontology [127], the next
version of the standard is expected to have generic support for RDF [33].
3.6 Conclusion
The research question for this chapter asked whether it is feasible to model the dig-
ital objects, identified at the end of chapter 2, generically and independent from a
specific software implementation. The discussion of the individual objects showed
that there is no general answer but that every digital object comes with its own
requirements and possible solutions. Nevertheless, the design of a five-star docu-
mentation provides an overall framework to work towards generic data models for
all digital objects.
The minimum of a prose description was already applied in section 3.1 and
its design for a study description which is only slightly structures by a group of
top-level headings. Transformation scripts are usually on the level of structured
but proprietary formats (level 2), but the VTL already proposed a standardized
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language, which corresponds to level 4. The discussion of questionnaires distin-
guished the field level layout (level 1), the source code (level 2), and the semantic
model (up to level 5) of a questionnaire. Similar, the formats for research datasets
usually range from proprietary formats (level 2) to open standards like the Tabular
Data Package (level 4). Due to the protection of sensitive microdata we usually do
not aim for level 5 panel data. However, level 5 would be desirable for all kinds
of related metadata. Section 4.3 will distinguish endogenous and exogenous meta-
data, which allows the publication of non-sensitive aggregations of microdata as
linked open data.
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Chapter 4
Metadata-driven infrastructure
design
The history of the DDI standard illustrates a paradigm shift in the metadata com-
munities [68]. For a long time, metadata were considered to be a part of the docu-
mentation and, accordingly, they were collected at the end of a survey project. Since
version 3, the DDI standard is based on a lifecycle model (see figure 2.1). This
version of the standard encourages data producers to collect and curate metadata
throughout the lifecycle of the data and to reuse metadata in subsequent waves. It
is supposed to increase the quality of the metadata while reducing the cost to curate
them.
For many metadata experts [4, 32, 128, 129], the next step towards a more effi-
cient design is not only to collect metadata during the entire process but to auto-
mate significant parts of the process based on metadata. National statistical insti-
tutes (NSIs), in particular, are implementing metadata-driven processes and infras-
tructures. Revilla et al. [3], for example, present a detailed use case describing the
National Statistical Institute of Spain (Instituto Nacional de Estadı´stica; INE) and
its corporate-wide metadata driven production process that was designed based
on the GSBPM (the NSIs’ counterpart of the GLBPM). They highlight that the re-
design of the technical infrastructure is required to meet the increasing demand
of society for reliable data and statistics. The existing literature, however, remains
vague on what the term ‘metadata-driven’ actually means—or is too specific, con-
sidering only one particular use case in a non-reusable manner.
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Similar to previous chapters, the metadata-driven infrastructures should be de-
signed and discussed on a generic level to support both quality and usability of
panel data, while being cost-efficient. The research question for this chapter is:
How can the concept of a metadata-driven infrastructure optimize the production
of panel data and increase the quality and usability of the resulting data?
Chapter 1 points out that most researchers working in panel studies have no
technical background. To them, the idea of a metadata-driven infrastructure might
seem overwhelming as they are used to standard tools that provide limited capa-
bilities to design highly automated workflows. It is not realistic for researchers
to instantly adopt a fully metadata-driven infrastructure, or even implement it on
their own. Therefore, the following sections describe a transition from what is from
now on called a document-driven workflow to a metadata-driven infrastructure.
The first section takes the development of a questionnaire as an example for the
transition from a document-driven to a data-driven workflow that reduces a signifi-
cant amount of manual data imports. In the second section, the management of re-
search data in the GLBPM is used as an example for a script-driven workflow, where
most tasks are executed based on transformation scripts. The fourth section, after
some background information on metadata, introduces the concept of a metadata-
driven infrastructure where the transformation-scripts use not only research data as
an input but also metadata. The chapter closes with an overview of standards to
support the design of metadata-driven workflows.
4.1 Data-driven questionnaire development
Metadata-driven infrastructures aim to reduce costs in general and, in particular,
transaction costs that emerge whenever a digital object is passed from one agent
(researcher, software program, institution, etc.) to another. Transaction costs in-
crease when the recipient needs to transform the incoming digital object before
conducting a given task. The first example is the development of a questionnaire,
including design, implementation, and documentation tasks. Figure 4.1 illustrates
two possible workflows with significant differences regarding transaction costs.
In the document-driven process (figure 4.1a) the questionnaire is passed from the
survey manager to the fieldwork manager and on to the data manager in various
formats that correspond to the individual researchers’ favourite tools. The survey
manager might work with Microsoft Word, passing a Word file to the fieldwork
manager who might use Adobe Indesign to layout the questionnaire as a PDF file,
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of two possible workflows for the development of ques-
tionnaires. In the document-driven workflow, the agents exchange varying data
formats, resulting in additional work when the agents have to import the content
manually. In the data-driven workflow, the tools can communicate directly based
on a common data format.
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and, finally, the data manager might use a documentation tool like Nesstar Pub-
lisher, which produces DDI-compliant XML files. Each of the three agents must
perform work-intensive input and export operations—most of them manually, re-
sulting in high transaction costs.
In contrast, a data-driven design (figure 4.1b) uses interoperable software prod-
ucts that communicate using a standardized file format (in the case of a question-
naire, XML stands to reason). In this case, the software tools can open the common
format directly and no longer require the fieldwork or data manager to do any
copy-and-paste work. Furthermore, the quality of the final documentation might
be much better than in the first case as the potential for errors to creep in across
several copy-and-paste steps is fairly high.
The transition from a document-driven to a data-driven workflow moves the re-
sponsibility for exchanging information from the human agents (survey, fieldwork,
and data manager) to their software products (machines). In addition to humans
and machines, there is at least one more class of agents worth mentioning: organ-
isations. Before we continue to the next level of automation, it might be revealing
to take a closer look at all three classes of agents: humans, machines, and organisa-
tions.
Humans. Fully automated tasks are independent from human inputs. Compre-
hensive workflows, like the nine top-level phases of the GLBPM, however, require
human decisions and interventions. These processes are called semi-automatable
[130]. The goal is to refine the description of a process to a level where every step
is either machine-actionable or left without any further chance to identify machine-
actionable sub-steps and is therefore referred to as human-dependent.
Machines. Many companies, like Amazon, that depend on automation have rad-
ically re-designed their infrastructure so that software systems can interoperate di-
rectly on the service level (Service Orientated Architectures, SOA) [131]. This is
basically the same idea as introduced in figure 4.1b where the software systems ex-
change XML files. While most of the process steps of the GLBPM require human
decisions, the exchange of information between the process steps and between dif-
ferent software systems within one process step is a good candidate for automation.
In the best case, the exchange of information could happen completely automati-
cally, bringing transaction costs close to zero.
Organisations. Figure 4.1 illustrates the exchange of information between sur-
vey, fieldwork, and data managers. For many panel studies, the fieldwork is con-
ducted by an external organisation, adding a third class of agents: organisations.
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If there is an organisational gap, the use of common file formats and technologies
is most likely negotiated at the organisational level. The more organisations that
are involved, the more important becomes that standards (see section 4.5) provide
predefined formats.
The three classes of agents illustrate various aspects of automating data pro-
duction processes. First, the amount of human interventions should be limited as
much as possible. Second, software systems and infrastructures should be able to
interact directly (e. g., in a service-orientated architecture). Third, standards sup-
port interoperability of software systems and are of particular interest if there is an
organisational gap in the process. Nevertheless, there are limits to automating the
production of panel data. The production and analysis of research data depends
on the researcher’s knowledge and interpretation, which prevents a complete au-
tomation of the overall process.
4.2 Script-driven data management
Figure 4.2 illustrates the flow of data in the GLBPM and identifies five typical
classes of data: (1) raw data as received from the data source; (2) shared data pro-
vided to external users; (3) archived data prepared for long-term preservation; (4)
analysis data on which scientific papers are based; and (5) temporary data that
needs neither to be archived nor documented in detail. Each of these five classes has
specific characteristics and requirements regarding data management and docu-
mentation.
The transitions between these types of research datasets can be performed based
on transformation scripts (see section 3.4), as an alternative to manually editing the
datasets. The use of transformation scripts has at least two advantages over man-
ual editing. First, the scripts provide a first documentation of all transformations.
Second, after preparing all scripts, the process can run automatically. This kind of
automation is particularly important, when something changes in the raw data. If
the data is edited manually in the first place, then all transformations must be man-
ually corrected. Scripts, in contrast, can simply be executed again resulting in all
transformations being updated automatically. Let us take a closer look at the five
stages of research data in the GLBPM.
The raw data are the output of the data collection phase. In the example of per-
sonal interviews, raw data usually contain sensitive information at the individual
level and is rarely, if ever, published. In the case of a script-driven process, raw data
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Figure 4.2: The flow of research data in the GLBPM. The image assumes three
agents: a research institute processing the raw data, an archive for long-term preser-
vation, and the individual researcher analysing the data.
are also the only class of data that is not generated based on transformation scripts.
From a process perspective, however, data become raw data again whenever they
are exchanged between researchers or institutions because the recipient has no ac-
cess to the original transformation process. Later the shared data from the research
institution becomes the raw data for researchers; as shown in figure 4.2.
The raw data are the input to the process and analysis phase, where they are pre-
pared for publication as shared data. Typically, this includes tasks like validating the
data quality, applying classifications on open answers, harmonising variables, and
generating new variables for the users. Shared data are expected to be cleaned (in-
consistent cases removed or cleaned) and user-friendly (consistent variable names,
meaningful labels for variables and values, etc.).
Raw and shared data should be prepared for long-term preservation and stored
in an archive. Shared data are usually distributed in the proprietary formats of com-
mon statistical packages because these formats are convenient for data users, but
these formats are not suitable for long-term preservation because changes in the
software environment make it very likely that they will not be accessible with rea-
sonable effort in the long run. There is consensus among archivists that plain text
files in ASCII format are the safest format for long-term preservation [132]. Typi-
cally, this results in a combination of Comma Separated Values (CSV) or fixed with
formats for the research data and additional metadata in eXtensible Markup Lan-
guage (XML) or the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). The Tabular Data Package
[133], propose by the Open Knowledge Foundation, provides a recognized stan-
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dard using CSV and JSON. Section 4.5 introduces the Tabular Data Package as one
possible standard for the underlying reference architecture.
After receiving shared data, most researchers run additional transformations
on the data before calculating their statistical measures, resulting in a new class of
data, the analysis data. An increasing number of journals requires that researchers
publish their analysis data along with their reports. However, researchers are often
not allowed to re-publish sensitive microdata. Archives and other institutions can
support researchers by providing re-analysis archives (as discussed in section 1.6).
Many data transformations produce temporary data. These data are neither doc-
umented nor archived as long as all relevant transformation tasks are represented
in respective scripts. In the terms of object orientated programming, they are very
similar to private attributes and methods in class definitions that are not visible to
the user of the class. Similar, the users of the shared data requires no knowledge
about the temporary data.
All arrows between the types of datasets in figure 4.2 represent data exchange or
transformation tasks. Thereby, transformation tasks are a specialisation of process
steps in general with an input, an output and a set of rules how to transform the
former into the later. To approach data transformations as process steps allows
a consistent design for the given transformations. The reference architecture in
chapter 6 proposes a set of rules to design these tasks consistently.
4.3 Background: metadata
The most common definition for metadata is “data about data” [16, 134, 135]. An
important characteristic highlighted in this definition is the circular reference, im-
plying that metadata are also data and can therefore have metadata describing
them, thereby resulting, theoretically, in an infinite regress of metadata having
metadata having metadata and so on. In the documentation of panel studies, the
circular reference led to some impreciseness in definitions and discussions about
metadata.
A questionnaire, for example, can be considered to be both a digital object or
part of the metadata. In both cases, the questionnaire itself has metadata that in-
clude information about the author, the analysis unit, and the study. At the same
time, the questionnaire could be considered to be part of the metadata describing
the resulting research dataset. The digital objects, as defined in chapter 3, help us
escape this problem. For this dissertation, all digital objects can be described by
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metadata, but they are not considered to be metadata themselves. The question-
naire and the resulting dataset, for example, are both independent digital objects.
Additional metadata can provide more details and link content across digital ob-
jects.
Ideally, the digital objects and their metadata would contain disjunct informa-
tion. This would comply with the Single Source of Truth principle (SSOT) [136]
that demands that every information should have one and only one predefined lo-
cation in an information system. Many applications, however, require redundant
information to perform efficiently, and the following design of a metadata-driven
infrastructure is one of them.
To manage redundancies in the metadata, this dissertation proposes to strictly
separate metadata that can be extracted from digital objects (endogenous metadata)
and metadata that are completely exogenous to the digital object or objects they de-
scribe. For the distinction of endogenous and exogenous metadata, the only note-
worthy citation is Wegman [137], who extracts endogenous metadata from text and
image databases. The distinction is essential to ensure consistent data and meta-
data management, and, at the same time, enable automation based on metadata.
A research dataset, stored as a CSV file, provides an appropriate example to illus-
trate the difference of endogenous and exogenous metadata, and to highlight the
significance of elaborated identifiers.
Endogenous metadata describe information that can be extracted from digital ob-
jects automatically. In the example of a research dataset, this might include the
dimensions of the dataset (e. g., number of rows and columns) or basic statistics for
the variables in the datasets (e. g., mean, standard deviation, or frequencies). En-
dogenous metadata allow data portals like DDI on Rails (introduced in chapter 7)
to give researchers details on a dataset without providing access to the actual data,
which might contain sensitive information.
Exogenous metadata cannot be extracted from the dataset. This includes basic in-
formation, common to all digital objects (e. g., author, timestamps of creation and
last modification, or usage rights) and additional information specific to a dataset
(e. g., labels for variables and numeric values). A specific type of exogenous meta-
data are links between distinct digital objects that depend, most of all, on a stable
and consistent system for identifiers. A variable in a research dataset, for example, is
based on a particular question. Section 5.1 discusses identifiers in more detail—in
particular the distinction of local and persistent identifiers.
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Both endogenous and exogenous metadata are considered to be data, the prefix
‘meta-’ only refers to the fact that they are describing other data. Metadata can
therefore be analysed like any other data to provide insights into the structure of a
panel to survey methodologists, data mangers, and researchers. An example may
illustrate the potentials of metadata analysis. Many questions become subject to
some kind of change during the lifetime of a panel. These changes can be a result of
the social reality (e. g., job market reforms) or origin from methodological issues to
improve the quality of a question. In either case, metadata can help to first identify
questions that are related by concept. Given a set of questions, it is simple to write
tools that identify identical questions and reveal changes in the remaining ones.
4.4 Metadata-driven infrastructures
Section 4.2 introduced a script-driven design for data management where all trans-
formations are performed based on scripts, but even this design has limitations:
First, scripts usually depend on a specific software tool and its scripting language
(e. g., Stata, SPSS, or R). Changes in the software environment usually requires en-
tire scripts to be rewritten. Second, these scripts contain details that are relevant
for the documentation and the understanding of the resulting data. These informa-
tion, however, are coded in the specific scripting languages and are therefore hard
to interpret for researchers who are not familiar with a particular software package.
Furthermore, these information are usually not accessible for the documentation
system.
Information hidden in the code are later documented in the metadata in order
to make them available to researchers and other tools. An example is the task of
renaming variables: the rename is done in a statistical package and then a table with
the original and the new variable names is created to document the rename process.
The question is now: If the rename is documented in the metadata, why not use the
metadata as an input for the transformation script that could simply execute what is
already documented? This would be the very basic idea of a metadata-driven design.
Metadata-driven designs are popular in various fields, including metadata com-
munities [2, 4, 32, 129], official statistics [3, 138], and clinical database design [107,
139, 140]. Most authors, however, stay vague on what the term metadata-driven
means to them or they define it in a very narrow context. Sundgren, for example,
focuses on software products when he says that “if the operations of a software
product are completely controlled by metadata, it is said to be metadata-driven”
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[4]. This definition is, for example, limited to software products and the restriction
‘completely controlled’ is too narrow for processing research data that depends on
human interpretation.
The following discussion proposes a more flexible definition for the term meta-
data-driven process that is based on the concept of test-driven development (TDD)
[141] in software engineering. According to Maximilien and Williams, the very
basic concept of test-driven development is to shift “from unit test after implement-
ing to unit test before implementing” [142]. Test-driven development is proven to
increase the quality of software products [142, 143, 144, 145].
Accordingly, in a metadata-driven infrastructure, metadata are collected before
the corresponding objects are created or processed. Metadata can then be used to
execute and control a particular task. Unlike Sundgren’s definition, it seems not
necessary to create tasks that are completely controlled by metadata—it might still
be reasonable to complement the metadata with additional scripts and other inputs.
In general, the more the process is controlled by metadata, the less additional work
is required to document it.
From a technical perspective, metadata can be integrated in a script-driven pro-
cess in two ways: as an additional input to transformation scripts, or by generating
transformation scripts from metadata using a preprocessor. Continuing the exam-
ple of renaming variables in a dataset, the original Stata file (figure 4.3a) is bound to
Stata as the statistical package and is not reusable in other packages. The CSV file
in figure 4.3b provides an alternative, storing the old and new variable names in a
two-column design. The CSV file can be used as an input either to the final script
or to a preprocessor. Figure 4.3c implements the first solution in R, importing the
CSV file and iterating over its entries to perform the actual task of renaming vari-
ables. Figure 4.3d, on the contrary, uses Ruby as a pre-processor to generate and
execute Stata code. Regarding the benefits of a metadata-driven design, it is worth
mentioning that even in a non-metadata-driven design, it would still be expected to
generate the CSV file accompanying any kind of code as part of the documentation.
In addition to this very basic example, many tasks identified in the GLBPM can
be supported or automated using metadata. Table definitions (describing research
datasets) can indicate identifiers (both primary and foreign keys), variables that are
expected to change over time, and other metadata. Those metadata can be used to
automate the validation of datasets. Variable and value labels can be extracted from
the semantic model of the questionnaire, combined with a linkage file from ques-
tion identifiers to variable names. The documentation of the data and the study
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A) Stata script: rename.do
use input/data.dta
rename var1 var1a
rename var2 var2a
rename var3 var2b
rename var4 var2c
rename var5 var3a
rename var6 var3b
save output/data.dta
B) Metadata in CSV format: rename.csv
org,des
var1,var1a
var2,var2a
var3,var2b
var4,var2c
var5,var3a
var6,var3b
C) R script utilizing the metadata: rename.R
data <- read.csv("input/data.csv")
rename <- read.csv("metadata/rename.csv")
for(i in nrow(rename)){
names(data)[rename[i, "org"]] <- rename[i, "des"]
}
write.csv(data, "output/data.csv")
D) Ruby as a preprocessor for Stata: prepare rename.rb
rename = CSV.read "metadata/rename.csv", headers: true
stata_code = "use input/data.dta\n"
CSV.each do |row|
stata_code << "rename #{row.to_hash["org"]} #{row.to_hash["des"]}\n"
end
stata_code << "save output/data.dta"
Figure 4.3: Metadata-driven design for renaming variables
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can be generated fully automated based on an comprehensive set of metadata. And
these are only few examples.
4.5 Standards
Automating processes involves various technical standards for data, software, hard-
ware, and networking. Examples are protocols like TCP/IP or data formats like
HTML or XML. The following discussion focuses on standards that are used to
describe the digital objects in a panel study; table 4.1 gives an overview of appro-
priate standards. This list might not be exhaustive but presents at least one option
for each process step and digital object.
The most generic standard for metadata might be the Dublin Core Metadata Ele-
ment Set [148], defining only 15 elements like identifier, creator, language, descrip-
tion, and title. In cases where no other standard is available, one could at least
use these 15 elements to provide a basic set of metadata. Since 2009, Dublin Core
is official endorsed by the International Organisation for Standardization (ISO) as
ISO 15836 [162]. We can consider Dublin Core as a default solution that also com-
plements other standards that otherwise neglect the basic information covered in
Dublin Core.
The Data Documentation Initiative (DDI, introduced in section 2.1) currently pro-
vides two complementary versions of its standard: the DDI Codebook standard
(version 2) [98] and the DDI Lifecycle standard (version 3) [19, 20]. DDI Codebook
is a narrow standard for the documentation of datasets in a codebook format. This
includes some related information about the study or the instruments, but the focus
lies on the datasets. In contrast, DDI Lifecycle aims to support and map the whole
process (lifecycle) of a study. This version of the standard is designed broadly,
covering 846 elements in 21 namespaces [163] (in comparison, for example, to the
Dublin Core Metadata Element Set that covers only 15 elements).
Beyond standards like Dublin Core and DDI, which cover a broad range of use
cases, there are also more specific standards for most of the digital objects. The
following takes a closer look at standards for the study description, questionnaires,
research data, transformation scripts, and the documentation of a study.
There are currently no noteworthy stand-alone standards for the study descrip-
tion available, but comprehensive standards like DDI cover important aspects. Sec-
tion 3.1 proposes an outline for a study description based on DDI Codebook el-
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ements and recommends using prose text rather than a fine structured metadata
standard to ease the documentation of innovative designs and new methods.
Regarding the representation of questionnaires, section 3.2 distinguishes three
aspects: the field layout, the source code, and the semantic model. The field layout
can be captured in various layout formats like PDF, JPEG, or PNG. The source code
solely depends on the tools used for data collection, there is no standard for ques-
tionnaire source code available. In contrast, there are various standards available
for semantic models, including the DDI standard, the Questionnaire Editing & De-
ployment Markup Language (QEDML) [164], the Quest Markup Language (QML)
[165], queXML [105, 166], and others. The queXML standard is used in the refer-
ence architecture because it is supported by LimeSurvey and interoperable with the
DDI standard [167].
The five classes of research data (see figure 4.2) can be divided into formats for
archiving (archived data) and formats for data processing and analysis (raw, tem-
porary, shared, and analysis data). For data archiving, ASCII formats are consid-
ered to be the best option for long-term preservation because they are independent
for specific software implementations that might change over time [132]. The Tabu-
lar Data Package [133] proposed by the Open Knowledge Foundation (OKFN) com-
bines two established formats: Comma Separated Values (CSV) for the research
data and JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) for additional metadata essential for
the use of the research data. The design includes three other OKFN standards:
Data Packages [159], JSON Table Schema [160], and CSV Dialect Description For-
mat [161]. Even if these formats are suitable for all tasks at hand, most researchers
rather use the more convenient proprietary formats of their preferred statistical pack-
ages (e. g., .dta files for Stata or .sav files for SPSS) to process and analyse the
data.
The format for data transformation scripts depends, most of all, on the software
in use. These are either statistical packages (like Stata, SPSS, and R) or database
management systems (like relational databases using SQL as a query language).
The previous section on metadata-driven designs suggests storing the definitions
for transformations in the metadata, only using scripts to process them. To be-
come independent of the proprietary formats, Banko Italia proposes a first draft for
a generic Validation & Transformation Language (VTL) [122, 123], introduced in
section 3.4.
While there are various standards for metadata, there are no considerable stan-
dards for the study documentation. Many research institutions and archives, how-
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ever, provide useful guidelines (e. g., the UK Data Archive [42, 125], the ICPSR
[132], and the Digital Curation Centre [168]). Corti et al. [125] suggest a two-
part documentation consisting of a study-level and a data-level documentation.
The study-level documentation corresponds to the digital object of a study descrip-
tion. The fact that the second part of the documentation is at the data-level serves
to highlight that the data are the most important ‘product’ of a panel study and
their description is often the core of the documentation. Structured information,
in particular metadata, are important for building a comprehensive documentation
system. However, accompanying material like PDF questionnaires also provide
valuable insights.
4.6 Conclusion
In section 4.3 we distinguish between endogenous and exogenous metadata. The
former describes metadata that can be extracted automatically from a digital ob-
ject, the later refers to metadata that are distinct from the digital object, provide
additional information on the content, or link multiple objects. The distinction
of endogenous and exogenous metadata provides the foundation to implement
metadata-driven infrastructures without breaking with the Single Source of Truth
principle.
The term ‘metadata-driven’ is defined with an analogy to test-driven develop-
ment in software engineering: The traditional way of managing metadata consid-
ered it as part of the documentation and therefore metadata are usually collected
after the respective digital objects are created or processed. In a metadata-driven
infrastructure, the metadata are prepared before the respective task, such that data
transformations and other tasks can use them as an input. This is more efficient,
helps to create software-independent workflows, and is more error-resistant.
During the discussion, the main application was the data generation process,
but the development of questionnaires and other digital objects could be optimized
in a similar way. The four steps from document-driven to metadata-driven, with
data-driven and script-driven designs as interim stages, are valid for other use
cases as well. Even the management of prose text documents, like the study de-
scription, can be optimized this way—using, for example, markup languages like
Markdown (introduced in more detail in chapter 6) to automate the production of
various documentation formats.
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The term ‘metadata-driven’ is defined in analogy to test-driven software de-
velopment, and while the focus lies on automation, metadata could also be used
to generate tests for research data and other digital objects. The transition from
metadata-driven to test-driven data production is a subject for future research. The
distinction of endogenous and exogenous metadata might a valuable input for such
a discussion because endogenous metadata could be used to define expectations for
subsequent waves.
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Chapter 5
Variable linkage
Data from household panels can be combined in various ways to be analysed, the
most common cases compare related measures over time and integrate different
levels of analysis (e. g., enriching data on the individual level with data from the
household level). Furthermore, it is popular to combine panel data with other data
sources. Merging multiple data sources is distinguished in two categories, based
on the links to combine the data: record linkage [8] uses a common identifier to
link identical entities whereas statistical matching [5] links similar entities based on
a common set of attributes.
All of these examples and techniques—whether combining data from one panel
or merging multiple data sources—come with one work intensive challenge: to
find corresponding variables across multiple datasets and data sources [6]. This
can be corresponding variables over time, a common set of attributes for statistical
matching, or variables that are in at least one of exactly two sources for any kind
of data merging. In addition to the requirements of data merging, a second type of
relations between datasets and data sources results from data transformation tasks,
which link input and output variables. Section 3.4 already discusses how to docu-
ment transformation scripts and their execution—missing is a design to document
the relation between the inputs and outputs. While record linkage and statistical
matching simply require an omnidirectional relation, the documentation of data
transformations represents a unidirectional relationship.
In a metadata-driven design—as the previous chapter proposes—it stands to
reason that these relationships are stored in the metadata. This would not only
provide the necessary information, but would also enable software tools to provide
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additional support (e. g., finding corresponding data sets based on a common set
of attributes). This section takes a closer look at possible data structures, asking:
Which information about related variables do survey researchers require to analyse
distributed data sources (e. g., panel data, statistical matching, or record linkage)
and how can they be covered in the metadata?
The chapter starts with a general discussion of identifiers, which are a crucial
part of any representation of links and relations between variables. Before dis-
cussing existing solutions, we take a closer look at possible use cases for variable
linkage. Existing solutions are either implemented by panel studies or suggested
by standards like DDI. Two solutions stand at reason for the problems described
above: concepts for omnidirectional relations, and a process-orientated documen-
tation for unidirectional transformation tasks.
5.1 Background: identifier systems
Introductions to identifier systems usually present persistent and globally unique
identifiers as the most important class of identifiers [169, 170, 171], which are also
important for the design of a metadata-driven infrastructure and to link research
data on the variable level. During data processing and similar tasks, however, local
identifiers (or ‘internally unique identifiers’ [172]) are equally important. It would,
for example, be preposterous to replace a variable name like age (local identifier)
with a globally unique identifier like 7fc6d1e6-a2e6-11e4-89d3-123b93f75cba
(UUID). At the same time, it is unlikely for a local identifier like age to be unique
in the context of multiple studies.
Richards et al. [172] distinguish globally unique and persistent identifiers, im-
plying two dimensions for the discussion of identifiers: scope (global versus local)
and accessibility (persistent versus temporary/not persistent). Scope refers to the
context in which an identifier is unique. Local identifiers (like variable names)
depend on a specific context to assure uniqueness, while global identifiers (like
UUIDs) are expected to be unique without further context definitions. Accessibility
considers the relation of an identifier to the object that it refers to. Some identifier
systems (like DOIs) are designed to provide a persistent link from any identifier
in use to the related objects. Other systems (like URIs) do not assure that a given
identifier is linked to anything at all. Based on the two dimensions, the following
discussion distinguishes three kinds of identifiers: local identifiers, global but not
persistent identifiers, as well as global and persistent identifiers.
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Local identifiers depend on their context and can be optimized for this context.
In a research dataset, (variable) names provide local identifiers for columns. They
can be optimized to be easy to use and easy to understand, while Universal Unique
Identifiers (UUIDs) and other globally unique identifiers would be overwhelming,
as demonstrated before. In other contexts, sequential numbers provide useful local
identifiers—questions in a questionnaire are usually numbered consecutively and
relational database systems suggest sequential numbers to generate primary keys
automatically.
The most popular system for global but not persistent identifiers are Uniform Re-
source Identifiers (URIs) [173] and the aforementioned UUIDs [174]. URIs are the
identifier system used by the world wide web. In contrast to Uniform Resource
Locators (URL), which are used to identify a particular resource on the internet,
URIs can be used to identify almost anything. Semantic Web technologies, for ex-
ample, reference and link objects even if they are not represented on the Internet
[175]. UUIDs provide an alternative system based on random numbers. Because of
the size of the numbers (128 bit) and the system to generate them, the probability
of a duplicate is negligible and UUIDs are considered to be globally unique. Even
if URIs and UUIDs are globally unique, they do not assure that a given ID can be
resolved to find a particular object.
Global and persistent identifiers, like Digital Object Identifiers (DOI) [147] or the
DDI identifiers system [19, 176], take precautions to assure that a given identifier is
actually linked to the related object. Both systems are based on a two-step registra-
tion system where (1) the provider assigns registration agencies and (2) every reg-
istration agency can then register persistent identifiers within its namespace [177].
Unlike URIs that can identify basically anything (even physical objects), DOIs are
restricted to digital objects (like publications, data, or visualizations) and DDI iden-
tifiers to metadata elements compliant to the DDI standard.
Each of these systems has its advantages and disadvantages. Local identifiers
are convenient but have a very limited scope. Global but not persistent identifiers
are easy to use but the lack of persistence limits their use. Global and persistent
identifiers are technically the best solution, but many researchers feel uneasy that
the providers might vanish or misuse their virtual monopoly and they are inconve-
nient for many use cases.
The following solution is proposed for metadata-driven infrastructures: During
all processing steps, local identifiers are used to reduce complexity. There is no need
to use global and persistent identifiers for work in progress that includes temporary
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Table 5.1: Use cases for variable linkage within one study (internal) or combining
multiple data sources (external). The last two columns indicate which metadata
design is appropriate for the respective use case: concepts as a common reference
(Con.) or the representation as a transformation step (Tran.).
Relation Con. Tran.
internal 1 related by content X
and 2 related by constructs X (X)
external 3 related through transformation (X) X
4 variables related to instruments X
5 variables related to other material X X
6 relations facilitating metadata-driven designs X
external 7 re-analysis X
only 8 aggregated data X
9 statistical matching X
10 record linkage X
11 data citation X
12 interoperability / standards X X
objects. When digital objects and metadata are either archived or published, UUIDs
are assigned as globally unique identifiers. These UUIDs can be converted into
global and persistent IDs by combining them with the namespace of an registration
agency (which is possible for global and persistent identifiers that use a two-step
registration system as mentioned above).
5.2 Use cases for variable linkage
Digital objects in a panel study are related in various ways, some of which are
of particular interest, like the link from a variable to the instrument or the links
between variables that are based on repeated measures. Table 5.1 condenses the
results from the SOEP user survey, the development of DDI on Rails, and the ear-
lier discussion on metadata-driven infrastructures to a list of twelve use cases of
relations amongst digital objects.
(1) Repeated measures over time create a special demand for finding related
variables in a panel study. As long as the repeated measures are consistent, the
use case is relatively simple. Unfortunately, measures in panel studies are often
updated over time, either for methodological reasons or due to changes in the
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observed reality. Simple changes are, for example, updates of a question text or
adding an additional item to a single-choice question. The use case gets more com-
plex, when the number of resulting variables varies—for example, because a single-
choice question was transformed into a multiple-choice question or the other way
round. In this first use case, the researcher is looking for variables related by their
content.
(2) The second use case links variables related by constructs like psychological
scales. The Big Five personality traits are, for example, represented in the SOEP
questionnaire with 16 items that can be transformed into five dimensions [178].
The documentation is expected to group both the 16 items (this use case) and the
resulting scale variables (next use case).
(3) Data transformation tasks (see sections 3.4 and 5.5) create a relationship be-
tween input and output variables. The minimum requirement for the documen-
tation is to link variables related through transformation. A more sophisticated docu-
mentation would include details about the transformation itself.
(4) Variables are not only based on transformations, but in most cases, they are
based on instruments. Linking variables to instruments concerns both the direct rela-
tion from raw variables to the instruments and the transitive relations of variables
that are based on transformations but are still highly related to the original design
of the instrument (e. g., the results from one question after data cleaning or in a
harmonized long variable).
(5) In addition to the links to other variables or instruments, variables can be
related to all kinds of material (e. g., publications or methodological documenta-
tions). Use case 5 asks for generic solutions to link variables to other material. The
nature of this material is not necessarily known up front.
(6) Chapter 4 proposes a metadata-driven design for data processing and illus-
trated the idea with the example of renaming variables based on metadata. This is
basically an extension of use case 3 with one additional requirement: Relations facil-
itating metadata-driven designs require the metadata to be available before the actual
transformation is executed [2].
The first six use cases link variables within the scope of one study, but they are
also valid when linking multiple data sources. Multiple data sources, however,
provide additional challenges that, usually, do not apply within a single study.
(7) Researchers like Egloff et al. [179] use different data sources to verify existing
results with new data, in which case the entities do not have to match. To enable
re-analysis of previous results with new data, these new data have to provide the
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same set of information as the original data. If related variables are not only linked
within one study (use case 1) but across studies, possible data sources for re-analysis
can be identified solely on the basis of their metadata.
(8) The first use case for merging data sources is to enrich given microdata with
aggregated data. We find various examples where the SOEP data are combined with
external data sources. The weights [180], for example, are based on data from the
official statistics and geographical data are enriched with indicators from the Mi-
crom dataset [181].
(9) In statistical matching [5], a common set of variables (see use case 7) is re-
quired to match similar cases and, afterwards, additional variables are combined
for analysis. This use case consists of two parts: the identification of variables that
are common to all relevant data sources (common attributes for the matching al-
gorithm) and the identification of variables that are available in at least one of the
relevant data sources (the distributed attributes to be combined).
(10) Record linkage is also intended to combine data sources with different sets
of information, but now the data share a common identifier for the individuals
(entities). It has become popular to link panel data with administrative data—
SHARE, for example, links to the German Pension Fund (DRV) [182], while the
SOEP drew an additional migration sample in collaboration with the German Em-
ployment Agency in 2014 [183]. The project Processes of Mate Choice in Online-
Dating (PPOK) linked process generated data from an e-dating platform with ad-
ditional interviews of its users in a panel survey [7].
(11) In figure 4.2, the shared data from the data producer become the raw data to
the work of the researcher (data user). To keep the whole process comprehensible,
the researcher would have to link his work back to the data source. Data citation not
only acknowledges data producers [11, 35] but is also a requirement that enables
reproducible research [184, 185].
(12) The last three use cases combine metadata from different data sources. Un-
fortunately, the design of panel data and their metadata usually does not consider
the combination with external data sources—a phenomenon, often referred to as
‘data silos’ [186, 187]. Furthermore, innovative instruments like the Implicit Asso-
ciation Tests (IAT) [70] or biomarkers [188, 189] result in more complex data struc-
tures than standardized questionnaires. To ease the combination of metadata a
common data model is desirable. The last use cases demands interoperability: the
solution should be generic enough to work with established standards and data
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models. This includes the combination of data and metadata in different data for-
mats (e. g., CSV, XML, or JSON.).
5.3 Existing solutions for panel data
Existing panel studies and the DDI standard offer various solutions to document
the relationships between variables in the metadata. The SOEP, for example, keeps
a record of related variables in a spreadsheet format (the ‘item correspondence
list’) [23, 126], while the GIP and SHARE use time-consistent identifiers within its
variable names [190, 191]. The DDI standard offers at least four feasible solutions
[19, 20]: direct links, variable groups, concepts, and versioning.
As of 2015, the design of the SOEP documentation is under heavy development;
the following illustration refers the traditional design: The ‘item correspondence
list’ [126] links related variables over time. This document and the related docu-
mentation system SOEPinfo [51] are of particular relevance for the SOEP data users
because the variable names are designed to change over time, even if the variables
are based on identical measures—the variable name is a combination of three ele-
ments: wave identifier, questionnaire identifier, and number of the question/item.
The item correspondence list is designed as a rectangular dataset where columns
represent waves, and rows represent sets of related variables (called ‘items’). This
design has various problems (e. g., that only one variable per wave and item is pos-
sible), but nevertheless, it covers use case 1. In SOEPinfo the item correspondence
list is complemented with links to the questionnaires to fulfil use case 5.
Other panel studies designed conventions for time-consistent variable names (e. g.,
the naming conventions of the German Internet Panel [190] or the Release Guide
of the SHARE Project [191] that also consider versioning on the variable level). In
general, identifiers are not considered to be part of the metadata and should not
contain any information other than the identification reference [94]. From the users
perspective, however, it is convenient if the variable names are consistent over time,
facilitating use case 1.
The DDI Lifecycle standard [19, 20] covers various designs to link variables. Un-
fortunately, multiple solutions to one problem do not only increase the flexibility
of the standard but also provide a new problem: to select the best solution for the
given context. Hansen et al. [93] distinguish two basic approaches to link variables
and data in DDI: implicit and explicit data comparison techniques. Implicit tech-
niques utilize concepts or DDI resource packages to link variables. Explicit tech-
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niques involve groups, versioning mechanisms, and the DDI comparison module.
These techniques blend generic data models with technical details of DDI as an
XML standard. At this point, we are only interested in the generic model and not
the technical implementation. The given examples cover four generic designs to
link variables: directly linking and comparing two variables, grouping variables,
linking variables to a common concept, and versioning of a given variable.
Direct links (DDI: comparison module) provide a solution for the simple com-
parison of two variables (e. g., representing a recode operation). However, many
comparisons and, in particular, data transformations link more than just two vari-
ables (e. g., a transformation task might require multiple inputs) [93]. Direct links
are a good solution to compare two versions of one variable (e. g., to document a
variable in a panel has changed from one year to another), or to document a simple
recode operation. Section 5.5 proposes a more generic solution for data transfor-
mations that can be seen as an extension of direct links with multiple inputs and
outputs. The comparison of two variables then becomes a specialisation of the more
generic solution.
Variable groups, including the recently introduced RepresentedVariable ele-
ment [192], are an efficient design to link related variables within one panel study
while being capable of documenting changes over time [193]. Nevertheless, group
definitions from multiple studies are unlikely to be interoperable unless they have
been harmonized—there are too many possibilities to structure such groups. Due
to the limitations when documenting multiple studies, the idea of variable groups
is not considered to be a sustainable solution. The idea to use a grouping mecha-
nism to document the differences in related elements, however, seems promising
and will be taken up in the following section.
The idea to use concepts to link variables is very similar to the idea of variable
groups. From the perspective of a data modeller, both solutions follow the princi-
ples of a hub-and-spoke architecture where one central element (the hub) is used
to link a group of related elements (the spokes) in the most efficient way [194, 195].
Groups and concepts differ, most of all, regarding the interpretation of the hub.
Variable groups are more technical, representing the design of variables and instru-
ments, whereas concepts are more general and focus on the meaning of variables.
Two variables representing the gender of a respondent might be split into two dif-
ferent groups of variables if the answer categories are coded differently (e. g., the
first variable codes 0 = male, 1 = female and the second variable codes 0 = female,
1 = male), but this difference would not be sufficient to assign a different concept.
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Figure 5.1: Concepts are a more efficient design than direct links to represent related
objects. A) The number of direct links grows exponentially with the number of
objects. B) Using concepts, on the other side, requires only one link per object.
C) Furthermore, concepts can be nested or otherwise structured to create a more
powerful documentation.
Versioning of variables can complement other solutions like direct links or con-
cepts [93]. In DDI, multiple versions of an object still have the same identifier—an
additional version number is used to distinguish them. In the context of metadata,
it is crucial to distinguish what is versioned: the actual object or the metadata de-
scribing it. As an example, the content of a variable can change (new version of the
object) or the variable label can be updated (new version of the metadata element).
5.4 Concepts, statistical matching, and record linkage
Data from one single study are usually structured consistently, whereas the com-
bination of data from multiple sources is very likely to confront researchers with
diverse or even conflicting data structures and designs. The simple and generic de-
sign of concepts, linking data elements based on their content, provides a flexible
approach to link within and across data sources. Basically all objects from chap-
ter 3 can be linked to concepts, especially variables, questions, and publications.
And even if objects are not identical but related, concepts can be used to link those
objects and identify differences automatically.
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ISO 11179 defines a concept in part II of the standard (Metadata Registries: Clas-
sification) as a “unit of knowledge created by a unique combination of character-
istics” [151]. The definition is referenced and reused by the DDI standard [196].
A unit of knowledge can represent both specific objects (e. g., a respondent, a build-
ing, or a car) and abstract ideas (e. g., happiness, love, or satisfaction.). Concrete
and abstract concepts correspond to aspects of reality investigated by researchers.
Thus, concepts provide not only a flexible mechanism to link variables, but can also
support researchers in finding variables based on their content.
Concepts can be structured hierarchically to represent relationships and to ease
the navigation within a given set of concepts. Thesauri, tables of contents, or the
SOEP topic list are typical examples. Semantic Web technologies and the idea of
linked open data provide more elaborated data structures and technologies to link
content on a conceptual level [197, 198]. Metadata portals like DDI on Rails can
furthermore use concepts to integrate thesauri into their search interfaces.
The DDI standard nests concepts in concept groups [196], resulting in an hierar-
chical structure that corresponds to common designs for thesauri or tables of con-
tents. Unfortunately, the given data model has limitations for non-atomic concepts
that can be differentiated further on. In surveys, this might happen when a single-
choice question is split into a multiple-choice question or the other way round.
In this case the group of variables that result from the multiple-choice question are
considered to be sub-elements of the variable resulting from the single-choice ques-
tion. To represent this structure on the conceptual level, concepts are required to be
nestable.
The DDI-related Discovery Vocabulary (Disco) [127] does not take its definition
for concepts from the ISO 11179 standard but reuses the Simple Knowledge Orga-
nization System (SKOS) [199], where concepts can be nested in a broader/narrower
relationship. Figure 5.1c illustrates an alternative data-model with nested concepts.
Concept groups and nested concepts serve different purposes. Concepts groups
are similar to a table of contents and define an overall structure for concepts whereas
nested concepts represent substantial variations of a given concept (not techni-
cal variations). DDI on Rails uses both designs: Concepts are nested and reused
amongst studies to provide interoperable metadata, while concept groups (called
‘topics’) might become study specific. This would allow studies to structure their
respective variables and other digital objects individually.
A common list of concepts across multiple studies provides valuable informa-
tion to users but causes new problems for participating studies. The researchers
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implementing those studies are used to care about consistent data and unique iden-
tifiers within the scope of one study. The new design requires consistent concepts
and persistent identifiers amongst multiple studies. This can be achieved by using
study namespaces, implementing concept registries, or linking concepts as linked
open data [175].
The role of namespaces is similar to the role of registration agencies for persistent
identifiers (see section 5.1): concept identifiers only have to be unique within a
particular namespace. They ensure that one concept does not refer to conflicting
objects. However, they cannot prevent that one object might have multiple concepts
referring to it.
A centralized concept registry would ensure the uniqueness of concept identifiers
and supports researchers who assign concepts in searching for existing definitions
of a given concept. A concept registry provides a technical solution as a common
namespace for multiple studies. Thus, namespaces and concept registries are con-
sidered to be complementing solutions. If, however, more than one concept reg-
istry exists, each one would have its own namespace and concept registries could
no longer assure that there are no redundant concept definitions and identifiers.
Semantic Web technologies and especially the idea of linked open data provide
an elaborated framework and reusable technologies to implement a decentralized
infrastructure to manage and utilize concepts [30]. Linked open data are repre-
sented as graphs (triples) and can link multiple notes that represent the same con-
cept through a ‘same as’ relationship. This provides an alternative solution to the
problem of multiple identifiers amongst namespaces where it is no longer neces-
sary to eliminate duplicates but to connect them.
The three solutions (namespaces, concept registries, and graphs) complement
each other and can be combined. First, every study could assign concepts within
its namespace. Second, studies could collaborate in curating a common set of con-
cepts. Third, existing concepts can be harmonised ex post as linked open data. On
the first two levels (namespaces and concept registries), the proposed data structure
combines concept groups (DDI 3.2) with nested concepts (SKOS). This provides a
sophisticated framework to represent even complex concepts while the hierarchical
structure of concept groups is easy to comprehend. The SKOS concepts are already
bases on an ontology suitable for linked open data and therefore prepare the third
step of linking concepts ex post.
Concepts are a powerful tool to link variables. The given design supports at
least 8 of 12 use cases as highlighted in table 5.1, including both internal and exter-
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nal links amongst variables and other digital objects. The general nature of links
based on concepts is omnidirectional, for example to group similar variables. It is
not suited to represent directional relations as they occur in data transformation
processes.
5.5 Data transformation as a process
Section 3.4 illustrates the problems of documenting transformation scripts. Even so,
the goal of a perfectly reproducible documentation seems almost impossible and
sometimes doubted [124]. Documentation should, at minimum, provide enough
details to use the generated (output) data correctly. Continuing the discussion
of script-driven and metadata-driven data processing (sections 4.2 and 4.4), data
transformation is seen as a process step with an input and an output as well as
some task in between.
In computer science, the black-box and white-box metaphors describe two ba-
sic principles to discuss process steps (such as data transformations). A black-box
design completely hides the functional principles of a tasks from the user and tells
only what inputs are allowed and what outputs are expected. The white-box de-
sign, on the other hand, gives complete insights into the functional principles itself.
Furthermore, some authors suggest a grey-box metaphor as a pragmatic middle
ground [200, 201]. We can discuss and document data transformation tasks using
all three options.
In a black-box documentation, a simple relation between the input and output
variables helps researchers to find related variables. A short note on how input
and output variables are related might be desirable, but is not mandatory. As an
indirect reference, the output variable’s label usually gives some indication of the
transformation purpose. The SOEP documentation of the generated datasets pgen
[202] and hgen [203] provides an extensive and recognized example of a black-box
documentation for generated data.
In contrast, a white-box documentation reveals detailed insights on the transfor-
mation process. The simplest version includes the respective fragment of the script
code that performed the transformation. Code fragments are, however, often hard
to comprehend for the human reader and sometimes require a significant amount
of context information generated at runtime. Generic languages, like the Validation
& Transformation Language (VTL) introduced in section 3.4, can be used to docu-
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ment simple transformations in a replicable manner, but they are expected to fail
for more complex examples [204].
The most valuable approach might be a compromise of these first two options.
A gray-box documentation could combine a prose description of a transformation
with some kind of pseudo-code that illustrates the inside of the box without being
replicable. The goal is to provide a comprehensible, but not exhaustive, documen-
tation of the transformation. The grey-box approach significantly relaxes the expec-
tations regarding a generic language like the VTL, which makes it realistic to use
such a language for documentation. The documentation has to be comprehensible
for a researcher to understand the transformation, but it has no longer to be exactly
replicable.
A simple data model for the documentation of data transformations, consid-
ering the grey-box metaphor, could be based on the process model of the OWL-S
ontology [205] which is designed as a semantic markup for web services but can
be easily reused in the given context. Besides inputs and outputs, the model also
knows locals which can be used to represent metadata used in a metadata-driven
process as proposed in section 4.4. Further, the original OWL-S model is supple-
mented with a human readable description and a field for pseudo code. The design
of a reference architecture in the following chapter considers the OWL-S model.
The documentation of unidirectional data transformations complements the om-
nidirectional design of concepts. The OWL-S ontology provides a process-orien-
tated design for the documentation of data transformations. The process model is
quite generic and can be reused for other unidirectional processes, for example, to
document the relation of questions to variables.
5.6 Discussion
This chapter asks what information about related variables is required to analyse
distributed data sources (e. g., panel data, statistical matching, or record linkage)
and how it can be incorporated into metadata? After a detailed introduction on
identifier systems and a discussion of existing solutions in panel studies and the
DDI standard, the discussion proposes two solutions to document relations be-
tween variables: omnidirectional links based on concepts, and a process-orientated
design for unidirectional links.
Concepts enable us to link variables not just within one panel study over time
but also across multiple studies and data sources. A concept represents a ‘unit of
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knowledge’ created by a unique combination of characteristics [151]. Concepts are
designed more generic than other data models (such as variable groups or the DDI
comparison module), which becomes advantageous when linking data from differ-
ent sources or formats because the design is not tied to a specific data model. Fur-
thermore, concepts provide the necessary link to find interoperable data sources for
more complex data merging techniques like record linkage or statistical matching.
The process-orientated approach to document data transformation tasks is more
flexible than the traditional designs that we find in panel studies or the DDI Life-
cycle standard. First, it allows different levels of documentation detail, including
black-box designs (where the functional principles are hidden), white-box designs
(where the functional principles are reproducible), and grey-box designs, which
are not exactly reproducible but comprehensible for other researchers. Second, un-
like other data models for direct links (like the DDI comparison module), process
models (like OWL-S) support multiple inputs, outputs, and even local variables—
providing a powerful framework for the documentation of transformation tasks
and other unidirectional relationships.
Concepts and data transformations can support automation following the dis-
cussion in chapter 4. Concepts, in particular, support the automation of tests in
panel studies. Based on common concepts, related variables can be identified for
automated comparison. Further work might ask whether it is possible to use sta-
tistical tests to design acceptance tests to test new variables. T-tests could be used
to identify variables where the mean in a new wave differs significantly from pre-
vious years. The simplest test for categorical variables would look at the number
of categories, their labels, and the frequencies for the categories. If it is possible to
automate many of the tests, this would be additional prove that concepts are suffi-
cient and do not need to be complemented by panel-specific metadata like variable
groups.
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Chapter 6
Reference architecture
Part 1 designs a theoretical framework for conducting panel studies, automating
data processing, and enhancing documentation. In particular, chapter 4 designs an
infrastructure for metadata-driven processes and chapter 5 discusses various data
models for linking data on the variable level to enable data merging techniques in-
cluding record linkage and statistical matching. So far this discussion is on abstract
and theoretical.
This chapter proposes a reference architecture of a metadata-driven infrastruc-
ture for panel studies with two aims. It provides researchers with a defined set
of designs and principles to work towards a metadata-driven infrastructure; and
it establishes a software environment for further development projects, including
the design and implementation of DDI on Rails. It starts with a set of file formats
(based on the standards in section 4.5) and selects a corresponding tool suite that
is entirely based on open source tools and, therefore, easy to replicate (see table 6.1
for an overview). To design script-driven or metadata-driven workflows for data
processing, a standard directory layout provides a basic structure for all process
steps covered in figure 4.2 on page 60. A set of fictitious test data enables devel-
opers to test new designs without touching sensitive information included in the
actual research datasets of recognized panel studies. The chapter concludes with a
set of design patterns that are mostly based on more general principles for software
development.
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Table 6.1: Reference architecture: File formats and software tools for the digital
objects. All tools are open source examples.
Digital object File format Tool suite
study description
(phases 1, 2, and 9)
output-independent
markup (Markdown in
various dialects)
wiki or content
management system
(Gollum wiki)
questionnaire
(phases 3 and 4)
data model (queXML)
field layout (PDF and
PNG), and source code
(PHP templates)
questionnaire designer
and survey tool
(LimeSurvey)
research data
(phases 4–8)
data files (Tabular Data
Package)
statistical software (R)
transformation
scripts
(phases 5–8)
scripts (R scripts) version control and build
tools (git, Github, and
Rake)
documentation
(phases 6 and 7)
metadata storage (CSV or
relational database for
exogenous metadata; and
XML for endogenous
metadata)
generic data editing tool
(LibreOffice Calc or
Base); and the R package
r2ddi
publication
(phase 8)
markup language
(Markdown, alternative:
LaTeX)
typesetting and
additional tools (Pandoc
and R, alternative: LaTeX,
knitR, R, and BibTeX)
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6.1 File formats
Section 3.1 designs the study description as a prose text document where only the
top-level structure is pre-defined. Markdown, originally proposed by John Gruber
[206], provides a basic set of formatting commands to describe text documents in
a output-independent format. Thus, a study description in Markdown can be con-
verted into HTML (for a web-based documentation system), print-optimized PDF,
and other formats. Special dialects like Scholarly Markdown [207], Github Fla-
vored Markdown [208], or R Markdown [209] provide additional functionality for
researchers. R Markdown, for example, can be used to thoroughly document R
scripts or, the other way round, to embed R code and its results into scientific pub-
lications.
Section 3.2 distinguishes the semantic model, the field layout, and the source
code of a questionnaire. The semantic model is represented in queXML [105], an
XML standard for questionnaires that is supported by LimeSurvey and is interop-
erable with the DDI standard. The field layout is documented either as screenshots
in the PNG format or as a print layout in PDF. LimeSurvey does not represent a
questionnaire’s content in a source code format. The web representation, however,
uses PHP templates for rendering, which are considered to be source code that
must be documented in order to facilitate the replication of the original tool.
Statistical packages have their own binary formats, but these formats are, at
best, partly interoperable, with most undergoing significant changes over time.
This makes them neither suitable for centralized data storage nor for long-term
preservation. The Tabular Data Package [133] format (introduced in section 4.5) pro-
vides a plain text (ASCII) solution that also provides a sustainable format for long-
term preservation. To keep it simple in the reference architecture, we use the Tabu-
lar Data Package for both data processing and data archiving tasks.
The reference architecture uses R for data processing and analysis. Out of the
three preferred packages identified in section 1.5, R is the only open source tool.
Using open source tools ensures that the reference architecture is reproducible for
other researchers without further costs. It implies that all transformation scripts
are stored as R scripts as well. R Markdown [209] is used to add detailed comments
into the code files. Google [210] and Wickham [211] provide detailed style guides
to structure and format R scripts that are easy to reuse and to comprehend for other
researchers.
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The discussion of user requirements in section 1.3 identifies a preference for
rectangular data formats over hierarchical ones. The DDI standard, however, is
based on XML and is not suited to be mapped directly to any rectangular format
(such as CSV or relational databases) [163]. For the development of DDI on Rails,
a DDI-based data model for rectangular data structures was designed [40]. Based on
this data model, a set of tables is defined that can be managed either in CSV files
or in a relational database. The CSV files cover exogenous metadata, which have
to be edited by data managers. For exogenous metadata, which are automatically
extracted from the research datasets using the R package r2ddi, the DDI Codebook
standard (XML) is still appropriate.
Previous chapters did not discuss the generation of scientific publications. To
provide, however, an end-to-end example for all major GLBPM process steps from
design to evaluation, tools for generating a small report are included. They demon-
strate that even this step can be designed completely script based for the purpose
of partial automation and complete reproducibility. Again, R Markdown provides
a simple solution to write scientific papers tightly bound to R code. A more sophis-
ticated solution might combine R and LaTeX through the knitR package [212].
6.2 Tool suite
Except for the transformation scripts, which are tied to the software R, the file for-
mats are software independent. The list of tools is considered a proof of concept
that it is actually possible to implement a reference architecture using these formats
and the design patterns presented afterwards. However, there are plenty of alterna-
tives for every suggested product. The following tools are open source tools or free
services for which open source alternatives are available. The constraint on free
tools ensures that the whole reference architecture is reproducible without addi-
tional cost for software licences. Further, the tools focus on two core technologies—
Git for version control and Markdown as the common markup language—to create
a consistent selection.
Git [118] is a version control system with a decentralized design [213]. It works
both locally, on a researchers computer, and remotely, as a repository to enable
collaboration. Basically, Git can store all file types, but it is optimized for plain
text files like R scripts or Markdown documents. Binary formats and large files
are usually excluded from version control and are stored on file servers. The open
source repository tool Gitlab [214] and its proprietary alternative Github [215] can
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be used to host and manage Git repositories. Github is free for open source projects
and is a de facto standard for open source projects—it is therefore used to host the
test case and DDI on Rails.
The reference architecture stores Markdown files (e. g., containing a study de-
scription) in a Gollum wiki [216]. Gollum uses Git to store the content in plain-
text files. Furthermore, there are complementary tools available: the site genera-
tor Jekyll [217] produces static HTML websites based on Markdown, and the con-
verter Pandoc [218] converts Markdown files into many other markup languages
(including LaTeX, MediaWiki markup, and HTML) or binary formats (including
PDF, Microsoft Word dotx, and LibreOffice Writer ODT). Gitlab and Github both
complement repositories with Gollum wikis.
Data management and analysis is done in R [219]. Unlike Stata and SPSS, which
are domain specific software tools for social, economic, and behavioural researchers
(SPSS stands for ‘Statistical Package for the Social Sciences’), R is a software envi-
ronment for statistical computing and a programming language. Chambers [61]
highlights that the design of languages like R enables researchers to become pro-
grammers who create R packages and thereby provide new functionality. There
are currently more than 6,000 R packages available [220]. In the reference archi-
tecture, all steps described in section 4.2 are conducted using R to ensure a fully
script-driven (and in some parts even metadata-driven) workflow. Furthermore, R
is used to develop additional functionality that is required but not yet available.
Markdown uses triple backticks (```) to indicate code junks. R Markdown [209]
is both an R package and an extension to the original definition of the Markdown
language. The intention is to first execute the R code embedded in the file and
after that render the result. The modifications in R Markdown allow to define, in
more detail, how embedded R code is executed and what to do with the results.
Researchers can, for example, embed code to generate a visualisation that will be
included in the final rendering of the file as a PDF document.
The open source software LimeSurvey [59] is used as a questionnaire designer
and a collection tool for web-based interviews. LimeSurvey supports queXML
[105] as an exchange format, providing also a print version of the questionnaire in
PDF format. queXML covers the semantic model of the questionnaire. Screenshots
or the PDF version can be used to document the field layout. For reproduction, the
template for the screen version is stored as PHP source code that can be used to
reproduce the full version of the questionnaire. The resulting data can be exported
in CSV format with supporting R or SPSS scripts for the first processing step.
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LibreOffice Calc [221] provides a simple editor for CSV files, which are used to
store metadata. Script-based manipulation of those CSV files can be done in R. CSV
files are plain text and can be managed in Git. Nevertheless, the use of CSV has its
downsides: LibreOffice Calc and R have different defaults for storing string cells
(R always puts strings in quotes whereas LibreOffice only quotes if necessary), and
common diff tools (such as the git diff command) are optimized for changes in
columns (lines), not for changes in columns. Again, to keep the reference archi-
tecture simple, CSV files are sufficient and we can ignore the problems. For larger
studies, however, it is recommended to use a more sophisticated solution for meta-
data like a relational database (e. g., PostgreSQL [222]).
This set of tools provides us with the basics to implement a metadata-driven
infrastructure and to automate significant parts of the whole process. The purpose
of this chapter is to illustrate the concepts from the first part of the dissertation and
to prepare an environment for the introduction on DDI on Rails in the following
chapter. It does not aim to provide an exhaustive catalogue for software tools. For
illustrative reasons, we focus on simple and seasoned tools. In large panel studies,
however, more sophisticated tools and technologies might be required. In partic-
ular the storage of files, data, and metadata might be supported by various tools
for data management and data exchange. Relational databases and NoSQL tech-
nologies (including various tools for cloud storage) supplement the Git repository
from the tool suite. Semantic Web technologies provide more sophisticated tech-
nologies to publish and utilize data and metadata. Build tools, like Rake for Ruby
programmers or the original GNU Make, are used to optimize more sophisticated
process steps—for example, to control a workflow combining Stata, R, LaTeX, and
other tools. In addition to these general purpose tools, scientific workflow manage-
ment systems (e. g., Kepler or Taverna) provide specialized tools for research data
management.
6.3 Standard directory layout
The steps from phase 4 (data collection) to phase 8 (research and publication) in
the GLBPM can be designed to run completely script-based. This implies a fully
replicable design where every single step is at least documented by the script that
executes it. Figure 4.2 (page 60) illustrates the relationships between the different
stages of research data. The arrows are process steps that transform one or more
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input datasets into one or more output datasets. If all of these transformations are
completely script based, the entire process can be run fully automatically.
Script-based transformations are basically process steps with inputs, outputs,
and the scripts performing the transformation (see section 5.5). In consideration of
this basic design, the following discussion develops a standard directory layout for
transformation tasks, integrating them into the reference architecture. A standard
directory layout defines a set of directories and files, and complements it with rules
(design patterns) for the organisation of the process.
Standard directory layouts are used in various programming languages and
frameworks including R [223], Apache Maven [224], and Ruby on Rails [225]. Fa-
miliarity with the standard directory layout makes it easy for developers or re-
searchers to structure new projects or to become familiar with existing projects. The
proposed structure in this section considers FritzJohn’s design [226] for R projects,
McCullough’s recommendations for an effective archive [185], and the previously
mentioned standards for R packages (scripting language), Maven (compiled lan-
guage), and Ruby on Rails (framework). The resulting layout consists of a mini-
mum of four directories and two files, but can be complemented with additional
directories as required (see figure 6.1).
This directory layout is optimized to work with Git, dividing the directories
and files in two groups: The first group includes inputs, outputs, and tempo-
rary files which all should be ignored by the version control system. The second
group represents the details about the process step (including scripts and their
documentation)—version control is used to create backups and enable collabora-
tion.
We ignore the input/ and output/ directories in version control. This highlights
the separation of data as one class of digital objects and transformation scripts as
another class of digital objects that process data (see chapter 3). The standard di-
rectory layout is optimized to manage and document transformation scripts and
not the datasets that are processed—the later are therefore ignored in version con-
trol. The input directory might contain large quantities of files and a process might
also generate multiple and complex outputs. The two directories usually contain
further sub-directories like data/, metadata/, or documentation/, but these sub-
directories are not pre-defined by the standard directory layout.
The whole transformation process can be initiated by executing a single file, the
main.* file. The asterisk (*) indicates that the standard directory layout does not
restrict the file format or the language of the main file. The use of R in the reference
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project/
|-- docs/ # Human-readable documentation (complementing readme)
|-- input/ # Input files (not in version control)
|-- output/ # Output files (not in version control)
|-- scripts/ # Scripts, producing output out of the input
|-- main.* # Executes all scripts in the correct order
|-- readme.* # Explains the purpose/structure of the project
|
|##### OPTIONAL #####
|
|-- temp/ # Temporary files (not in version control)
|-- meta/ # Additional metadata
|-- local/ # Local (system-specific) parameters
|-- import.* # Definition of how to fill the import folder
|-- lib/ # Classes (script language)
|-- src/ # Source code (compiled language)
|-- bin/ # Binaries (compiled language)
|-- test/ # Tests (unit, integration, and regression)
|-- test.* # Run all tests
Figure 6.1: The standard directory layout for data transformation tasks consists, by
default, of four directories and two files. The default can be complemented with
additional files or directories as necessary.
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architecture suggests a main.R file. However, shell scripts (main.sh), Windows
batch files (main.bat), Ruby scripts (main.rb), and various other languages would
do the same job as long as the execution of this one file initiates all tasks of the
transformation. The existence of one single file that executes everything else en-
sures two things: First, all programs in the scripts/ directory are executed in the
correct order. Second, the whole transformation does not need further user inputs
and is therefore considered to be automated.
Most transformation tasks are too complex to be programmed as one single file.
The scripts/ directory stores additional scripts which have to be initialized by the
main.* file. This design also allows researchers to combine multiple languages in
one transformation. A shell script (main.sh), for example, can execute R scripts,
Stata do-files, or LaTeX files stored in the scripts/ directory in one iteration.
The main.* file and its complementing scripts/ directory ensure that the trans-
formation is machine actionable. The same way, the readme.* file and the docs/ di-
rectory ensure that the content of the transformation can be understood by human
researchers. The readme.* file is the starting point that refers to any further files
stored in the docs/ directory, which might also contain material like PDF question-
naires or related publications. And again, the asterisk indicates that the file format
of the readme file is not determined here. Nevertheless, to be in line with the rest
of the reference architecture, Markdown (readme.md) is recommended.
These four directories and two files are not exhaustive. Tools like Stata some-
times require temporary files (temp/) or local variables (local/), which are neither
inputs nor outputs, but should also be ignored by version control. In a metadata-
driven design, an additional metadata/ directory might complement the existing
design to store metadata that are prepared as part of the particular process step
and should, therefore, be under version control. Furthermore, for a chained set of
projects, an import.* file can define how to fill the input/ directory if the inputs
depend on previous steps and might change.
An increasing number of researchers are developing new tools to extend ex-
isting functionality [13, 61]. Those development projects usually start as part of a
given transformation or analysis tasks and are later extracted into a distinct pack-
age. Scripting languages (like Ruby or R) can store class definitions or functions in a
lib/ directory. Compiled languages (like Java) separate the source code src/ from
the compiled binaries bin/ (the later should be excluded from version control).
Software tests are a common practice amongst developers. Software tests cover
single units of code (unit tests), code compositions (integration tests), or the over-
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all behaviour of a program (regression tests) [13, 141]. Like software developers,
researchers can also test their transformation scripts by writing tests. The design
of tests, however, raises certain requirements regarding the code to be tested. Lan-
guages like R that can structure code in functions are easier to test than pure pro-
cedural tools. Furthermore, data managers can complement tests for their scripts
with test for the data in test/.
6.4 Test Data
The file formats (section 6.1), the tool suite (section 6.2), and the standard directory
layout (section 6.3) enable us to implement a basic infrastructure for data produc-
tion, management, and analysis. To test this infrastructure, however, we need a
test case. The SOEP data and other microdata contain sensitive information and
are only available under certain restrictions, which would also apply when using
them as test data. Thus, we1 created a fictitious panel study including non-sensitive
test data to provide a use case that is available without any restrictions. Unlike
randomly generated data, which would also contain no sensitive information, the
fictitious test study reproduces specific characteristics of a panel study including
intentionally placed errors in the data to make the use case more realistic.
The test study represents a household panel with a sample of 20 individuals
in 10 households and three waves of data collection. The fictitious data are based
on a small screen-play for the respondents to ensure consistent data over time. The
instruments for each wave include a household and an individual questionnaire for
all respondents and an additional biographical questionnaire for new participants.
The questionnaires are implemented in LimeSurvey, and the questions are slightly
modified over time to simulate the development of a study. The use case is small
by intention, so that all transformations from the raw data to the final import in
DDI on Rails run in a couple of minutes on a personal computer.
6.5 Design patterns
The implementation of a metadata-driven infrastructure requires detailed knowl-
edge about programming and software infrastructures. Most researchers, however,
are at best self-taught programmers—lacking knowledge on how to structure soft-
1Joint work with Carolin Stolpe and Linda Zhu
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ware code. Wilson et al. [13] propose a list of common practices for software de-
velopment to be used by researchers. Their practices are in line with the previous
discussion, including a focus on human-readable and reusable code, robust and
fault tolerant programs, automation, refactoring, as well as the use of collaboration
tools. In conclusion to the reference architecture, I would like to highlight three
of their best practices (collaborative code development, embedded documentation,
and ‘plan for mistakes’) and add five additional practices that are more specific to
data management for larger projects.
Collaborative code development suggests, first of all, establishing a review process
for code before using it in production. This includes pair programming as a more
sophisticated solution, where two coders sit in front of one computer: one focusing
on the details and the other on the high-level view. Furthermore, collaboration
tools like issue trackers and code repositories support collaboration and increase
the quality of the resulting code.
The embedded documentation principle suggests, in particular, to document the
design and the purpose of code, not the mechanics. This is a crucial extension to
the general expectation that code should be documented. Many researchers and
less experienced programmers document how a particular piece of code works.
The more important information, however, would be why the code was written
in the first place. Additional information on how it works are only required for ex-
ceptionally complex code junks, which are rare in processing and analysis scripts.
Technologies like R Markdown [209] or documentation systems like Doxygen [121]
allow to extract comments that are embedded in code to generate a user friendly
documentation.
Plan for mistakes suggests to write tests for the code. Those tests can ensure that
particular parts of the code work correctly (unit test, e. g., testing that a recoding
procedure produces correct results). Furthermore, integration tests ensure that the
whole program (or in the terms of the GLBPM, a particular process step) works
correctly, and regression tests check that the program still works with modified
parameters.
Besides these more general practices concerning software development and all
kinds of scientific computing, there are some practices that are of particular rel-
evance for managing panel data: Single Source of Truth, Software as a Service,
research data in the long format, metadata first, and plain text (ASCII) formats.
The Single Source of Truth principle [136] demands that every information should
have one—and only one—defined place to be stored. This avoids redundancies
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and inconsistencies in the data that could emerge from concurrent manipulations
of the same information stored in different locations. A very common example for
a violation of this principle is the management of variable labels in Stata. First, a
researcher labels a variable using a script which contains label definitions. Next,
running the script produces a Stata data-file containing the labels. Finally, a data
manager extracts the labels and adds them to the documentation system. Which
of these locations (script, data file, or documentation system) provides the single
source of truth? The metadata-driven infrastructure (proposed in chapter 4) would
solve the problem by generating the metadata with all labels first. In this case, the
script would no longer contain any label definitions but would use the metadata
input. And the labels in the Stata dataset would be considered a view on the meta-
data. The single source of truth, however, would be the metadata.
Collaboration issues can often be solved using web applications (like the ques-
tionnaire designer Qlib, the data repository CKAN, or Google Docs for collabora-
tive editing), applying the Software as a Service (SaaS) principle [26]. SaaS appli-
cations often have only one or a very limited number of installations. The users
access the service that runs online via the Internet. This principle contrasts with
traditional desktop applications that must be installed on the local computer of the
user. Software as a Service ensures that there is a single source of truth for the data
and that all researches work with the same tools to manage the data to keep the
database consistent. Furthermore, SaaS applications are usually easier to manage
and update for the developers of the system.
When it comes to data formats, the preferred design for panel data is the long
format where subsequent waves are appended as new rows [56]. Section 3.3 al-
ready argued that the long format is the optimum for panel data. It forces data
managers to care about the consistency of the data and harmonise the data if neces-
sary. Furthermore, the long format can always be transformed into the wide format
automatically, which is not true the other way round.
The concept of a metadata-driven infrastructure is introduced in chapter 4. It
highlights that most metadata could already be captured before the digital objects
they describe are processed or even generated. By applying the metadata first prin-
ciple, metadata can be utilized to simplify and improve the generation of the actual
data product.
Raymond [227] argues that text streams are the simplest solution to be inter-
preted by a variety of tools. Similarly, many archives consider plain text data formats
(e. g., CSV stored as ASCII files) to be the most stable format for long-term preser-
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vation [132]. Another example are generic markup languages (e. g., Markdown)
for text documents. In comparison to proprietary and binary formats (e. g., Stata’s
dta-files for research data or Word’s docx-files for text documents), ASCII-based
formats can be opened with any text editor, imports and exports are much easier to
implement, plus collaboration can be supported with version control.
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Chapter 7
DDI on Rails
Data providers use a variety of tools to present and document their data online. A
popular example is the Microdata Cataloging Tool (NADA) [228], provided by the
International Household Survey Network (IHSN). NADA implements a subset of
DDI Codebook that can be prepared in the Nesstar Publisher [229]. NADA is used
for the World Bank’s Central Microdata Catalog [230] and the Open Metadata Sur-
vey Catalog [231]. Popular alternatives include the Colectica toolsuite [232, 233],
which is based on DDI Lifecycle and provides a comprehensive set of tools to man-
age metadata across the data lifecycle, and CentERdata’s Questasy [234, 235], which
is used for the documentation of the Dutch LISS panel. Further tools are available
from the DDI tools catalogue [236]. Unfortunately, none of these tools are suitable
to document panel studies like the SOEP in a generic way. NADA and Colectica
lack support for the specific characteristics of a panel. Questasy is used to docu-
ment panels (in particular the LISS panel) but lacks support for variable linkage as
described in chapter 5.
DDI on Rails is designed to be a generic tool to document panel studies. The
original goal was to supersede SOEPinfo [51], reproducing its functionality but
with generic support for multiple panel studies. The list of requirements includes
four core requirements: First, DDI on Rails should document the specific charac-
teristics of a panel study. Second, it should be study-independent, using the DDI
standard in order to be re-usable for other studies. Third, one installation should be
able to document multiple studies and multiple versions of one study. Fourth, the
data users should be supported with additional functionality, like search interfaces,
variable baskets, and script generators.
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The design of DDI on Rails covers exactly one process step in the GLBPM—data
dissemination and discovery. In the beginning of the project, the design included
capturing metadata along the lifecycle, and the database was intended to be the
central place to store metadata (following the Single Source of Truth principle). This
might have worked for one particular study (in this case the SOEP) but it would
have caused serious problems when including external studies like Pairfam and the
GIP. Adjusting the design to fit exactly one process step (and one process step only),
reduced the requirements for participating studies. The imports are mostly based
on CSV files which cover a sub-set of DDI Lifecycle. However, the system does
not set any restrictions on how to generate the import files—accordingly, there are
also no restrictions on how to manage metadata. This is very important to keep in
mind: DDI on Rails is a data portal supporting data users, designed as a redundant
view on data and metadata. It is not the single source of truth for internal data and
metadata management, but the access point for data users to obtain, understand,
and use the data and metadata.
The following introduction of DDI on Rails starts with the software architec-
ture, which is based on tools like Ruby on Rails and related web technologies, the
DDI standard for metadata, and the statistical package R. Section 7.2 discusses four
aspects of the data model: the use of the DDI standard, the logical level, the use
of identifiers, and the implementation of the data model. The actual functionality
is split in two parts: the user functionality for researchers and the interoperability
with other systems. The chapter closes with an outlook regarding further develop-
ments of DDI on Rails. The documentation can be found on the project’s website
[40]. The software is used in production on paneldata.org [41].
7.1 Software architecture
DDI on Rails is Software as a Service (SaaS) designed, where most of the appli-
cation runs on a server [26]. The (human) user accesses the software in a web
browser. Other programs (like R) can use the Application Programming Interface
(API) to access metadata directly. The name ‘DDI on Rails’ implies the two core
technologies: Ruby on Rails provides the framework to implement a SaaS applica-
tion, and the DDI standard is used as a framework to design the data structure of
the internal database and the imports/exports. Furthermore, the web application
is complemented with an additional R package ‘r2ddi,’ which extracts endogenous
metadata from data files. The whole technology stack is optimized for the reference
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Figure 7.1: SaaS from a bird’s eye view (based on Fox and Patterson [26]).
architecture that was proposed in chapter 6. Nevertheless, the reference architec-
ture provides a recommendation for the use of DDI on Rails, not a requirement.
Ruby on Rails follows established design patterns for web applications, prin-
cipally the Model-View-Controller pattern (MVC), the implementation of RESTful
interfaces, and Convention over Configuration (CoC) to implement Software as a
Service applications (SaaS) [26]. Figure 7.1 gives an high-level view on DDI on
Rails as an SaaS application and how it is implemented. Internally, the server is
divided into three tiers: (1) the web server provides an interface to the internet; (2)
database server(s) run a relational database as a primary data storage and an ad-
ditional search index; and (3) the application server hosts DDI on Rails. The three
tiers can run on one or more machines—it is more of a logical than a physical dif-
ferentiation. Internally, the application follows the MVC pattern, which separates
classes that control the application logic (controllers) from the data (models) and
the rendering of the user interface (views) [27].
The user interface utilizes the Bootstrap CSS framework [237] and two JavaScript
libraries: jQuery [238] and D3 [239]. Bootstrap provides a general framework for
the user interface. It supports responsive design techniques that optimize the inter-
face of DDI on Rails to work on touch screens and even smart phones. The support
for smart phones was more of a gimmick in the beginning, but it turned out to be an
important feature for some researchers, who started checking for possible variables
on their smart phones during meetings or while at conferences. jQuery, currently
one of the most popular JavaScript frameworks, is part of both Ruby on Rails and
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Bootstrap to provide basic client-site functionality. D3 is a JavaScript framework
for interactive visualizations, used to create basic charts for the frequencies of cate-
gorical variables.
The results from the SOEP user survey indicated that the variable search is the
most important functionality for researchers (see table 1.1 on page 20). The rela-
tional databases (either SQLite [240] or PostgreSQL [222]), which is used as the
primary data storage, is therefore complemented by an inverted search index. The
index is based on Apache Lucene [241], using Apache Solr [242] as a business layer.
Inverted indices are mostly used to implement efficient full-text search. In the case
of DDI on Rails, however, the index also solves another problem: Due to the com-
plex relations in the data model, search requests often require details from at least a
dozen tables with nested relations. Apache Solr is capable of storing this informa-
tion as annotated fields, which are also used to create aggregates (sometimes called
‘facets’) to improve the search interface.
DDI on Rails documents both exogenous and endogenous metadata. Endoge-
nous metadata originate in particular from research datasets, including variable
statistics and even variable / value labels (in the case of Stata or SPSS files). We1
implement an R package that extracts endogenous metadata from research datasets.
The first version of r2ddi supports Stata datasets and exports DDI-C compliant XML
files. Furthermore, we are preparing imports for SPSS files and the Tabular Data
Package, as well as exports to JSON and CSV. r2ddi is based on the R packages
foreign to import binary formats, XML to build the XML export, and parallel to
support multicore processing.
The internal data model of r2ddi is based on the DDI Codebook standard. Again,
it is not possible to map the XML-based DDI standard to the internal data structures
of R directly, but the problems were less severe than for the mapping from DDI
Lifecycle to a relational database because R can represent hierarchical structures
and the DDI Codebook has a simpler, mostly hierarchical structure. In the terms of
the Hub and Spoke metaphor [195], the internal data model represent the hub that
all imports are mapping to and that all exports are build upon (spokes). Objects in
R are designed similar to JavaScript objects. Future versions of r2ddi and DDI on
Rails will therefore switch from XML to the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) as
an exchange format.
The biggest challenge when implementing such a converter for research data
is the representation of missing values, as described in section 3.3. First, R does
1Joint work with Jan Goebel.
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not support missing values like other statistical packages. Second, the ways that
Stata and SPSS deal with missing values fundamentally differs, such that neither
can represent the missing value design of the other without the risk of conflicts. As
suggested in section 3.3, a two-column approach can represent valid and missing
values side by side, without losing information or creating conflicts. It is also more
efficient for generating statistics, which usually distinguish valid and invalid cases.
The separation of r2ddi and DDI on Rails ensures that no sensitive information
is imported into the web application. The standard XML export in r2ddi aggregates
all data into basic statistics (e. g., the number of valid cases, the mean for numeric
variables, and frequencies for categorical variables). These statistics are considered
to be completely anonymized, containing no sensitive information at the individ-
ual level. Thus, DDI on Rails does not store any sensitive information, which is
important because the application has to run on a web-server. Servers containing
sensitive microdata usually have higher security standards and should not be con-
nected to the Internet.
7.2 Data model
This section takes a closer look at four aspects of the model: the use of the DDI
standard and its mapping to the relational database, the logical level as an extension
to the concepts introduced in section 5.4, the use of three kinds of identifiers to
optimize DDI on Rails in different contexts, and the implementation of the data
model in the database and the exchange formats.
The primary reference for the design of the data model is the DDI standard,
both the DDI Codebook and the DDI Lifecycle standards. Because DDI Codebook
is more concise, it is preferred as an exchange format (e. g., between r2ddi and DDI
on Rails). The comprehensive DDI Lifecycle standard, on the other hand, provides
the framework for the internal data structure and additional CSV formats for meta-
data imports. The XML-based standard had to be modified to fit into a relational
data structure [163], which is the main reason that DDI Lifecycle is sometimes con-
sidered to be a framework rather than a standard.
The DDI Alliance publishes the standard as an XML-standard—in former years
in form of Document Type Definitions (DTD) [98], now as XML Schema Definitions
(XSD) [243]. Research institutions, however, tend to use relational databases to
manage data and metadata. Ruby on Rails is also optimized for relational databases
as a primary storage. Amin et al. [163] discuss challenges and possible solutions
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when using DDI with relational databases. The problem is recognized by the DDI
Alliance—the next version of the standard will still include an XSD-based definition
of the standard, but it will be based on a abstract model [33]. Currently, the plan
is to define the model in the Unified Modelling Language (UML) [244, 245]. Based
on XMI as an intermediate format, various representations of the standard could
be generated, including RDF representations and schema definitions for relational
databases. However, as of 2015, this is a work in progress and there is no suitable
option for the development of DDI on Rails. In reusing concepts from the DDI 3.2
standard to design the database behind DDI on Rails, the design will hopefully
adopt easily to the next version of the standard.
One of the most important aspects of the DDI standard implemented in DDI on
Rails is the idea of concepts. Variables and other materials are associated with con-
cepts to facilitate linking them over time and across studies. In a panel study, how-
ever, not only the measures are surveyed repeatedly but the resulting variables are
also published repeatedly, resulting in multiple versions of one variable (surveyed
at one point in time). The design of concepts in section 5.4 does not intentionally
include a versioning mechanism. The data users, however, expect versioning de-
tails to be presented and, in particular, to be used to lead them to the latest version
of a variable. The following approach is based on the separation of the logical and
the physical representation of a variable in the DDI Lifecycle standard.
DDI on Rails separates three levels of variable documentation, illustrated in fig-
ure 7.2: the actual physical representation, the logical level that links multiple ver-
sions, and common concepts on the conceptual level. Based on these three levels,
variables can be queried, compared, and linked in various ways. The physical level
represents a specific version of the shared data as the user might access them. Even
datasets that date back a couple of years might change from time to time. A recent
example in Germany is the 2011 census that will result in updated weights for all
waves of the SOEP. Persistent identifiers are used on the physical level to capture
such differences in the data. The logical level provides the link between different
versions of one datasets. Furthermore, the logical level can store information that
are common for all versions—like references to questions and concepts. Linking
each version of a variable to the underlying question would cause redundancies
and unnecessary work for the data manager. The logical link also enables tools
like DDI on Rails to identify differences between multiple versions of one variable.
The conceptual level is study-independent. As described in section 5.4, concepts are
intended as links to the real world. At the same time, the conceptual level allows
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queries to find variables and questions that are measuring the same concept in var-
ious studies.
DDI on Rails is designed to use three identifier systems: local identifiers (inte-
gers) that are generated by the web framework automatically, user-friendly names
managed by researchers, and UUIDs for persistent identifiers. The web framework
Ruby on Rails assigns, by default, an integer ID to each object, which is used as the
primary key in the relational database and is independent from object attributes to
enabling object-relational-mapping. These identifiers are specific to each instance
of the software (starting with 1 in each instance), and are therefore no suitable can-
didates for persistent identifiers—a new installation would otherwise break the
persistent identifiers. Names are alpha-numeric identifiers for various digital ob-
jects that are unique within a limited scope. Two datasets, for example, can both
have a variable named age—this variable name is unique within each dataset but
not among them. Names are also the way researchers usually refer to digital objects,
because they are convenient to use. In DDI on Rails most imports and exports are
based on these name-based identifiers. Names, however, can change over time and
they are also not suitable candidates for persistent identifiers. Finally, an Universal
Unique Identifiers (UUID) can be assigned to objects if reasonable. Not every object,
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however, needs a persistent identifier. A variable, for example, should have one
but not each category of a variable. Polymorphic associations, a specific feature of
Ruby on Rails, allows a sophisticated implementation of those UUIDs that already
has the character of an inverted index allowing the implementation of a efficient
resolver. However, the final design of the persistent identifiers and, in particular,
which registration agency to use, is still undecided. The most recent decision to run
DDI on Rails as a hosted service on paneldata.org (see section 7.5) could define a
reference.
The data model is designed with a focus on the relational database as part of
the web application, considering the object-relational-mapping (ORM) in Ruby on
Rails. As one example, Ruby on Rails promotes single table inheritance, where class
hierarchies (e. g., questionnaires as a specialization of an instrument) are stored in
a single table. The database design influenced the definition of a set of CSV files
that are used for imports and exports. DDI on Rails supports common relational
databases, including PostgreSQL [222], SQLite [240], and MySQL [246]. Constraints
and validations are managed and processed on the application layer, while the
database itself is used as a pure storage system. Thus meaning that no database-
specific functionality (like the use of stored procedures in PostgreSQL) is used. The
import files (CSV) basically have the same structure as the relational database. The
implementation, however, differs in some key aspects—it uses names as identifiers
and includes additional columns to make it more convenient to edit. The CSV for-
mats are documented in detail on the DDI on Rails website [40].
7.3 User functionality
Starting with the homepage (figure A.1 on page 147), the user has various options
to interact with the system. Most options are available directly, but some more
personalized features are only available to registered users after login. The results
from the user survey (section 1.5) suggest that researchers are, most of all, inter-
ested in finding and understanding variables which they can use for their publica-
tions. Therefore, the following description of the user functionality focuses on the
variable documentation part of the system.
DDI on Rails offers three ways to find variables: the study browser, the search
interface, and the topic list. The study browser bundles functionality to explore a
particular study. The starting page includes the study description as introduced in
section 3.1. Furthermore, the study browser includes browse and search function-
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ality for datasets, variables, and questionnaires. An important part of the dataset
browser is the documentation of multiple versions of the data, bundled as data dis-
tributions. The search interface (figure A.2 on page 148) covers concepts, datasets,
variables, questionnaires, questions, and publications. It combines both full-text
search and faceting. Faceting allows for the narrowing down of search results along
of pre-defined categories. Variables, for example, can be selected by study, year,
analysis unit, or type of variable. Furthermore, concepts are grouped in a topic list
that works like the table of contents in a book. They are linked to concepts that
group variables and questions. The topics are basically concept groups as intro-
duced in section 5.4.
Variables are described by a basic set of metadata generated in r2ddi, which
includes labels and basic statistics. Additionally, variables are linked to other vari-
ables and related materials using the mechanisms described in chapter 5 and sec-
tion 7.2: associating variables with concepts, linking variables directly as data trans-
formations, and utilizing the logical level for versioning. Based on these informa-
tion, the variable-view links to concepts, underlying questions (if applicable), and
related variables over time. As an additional feature for panel researchers, cate-
gorical variables over time are compared based on their category values and la-
bels to indicate changes. Similar, questions are compared using a diff tool [247] to
highlight even small changes. Figures A.3 to A.6 in the appendix illustrate these
features.
After logging into the system, a workspace enables users to collect variables in
a basket (figure A.7 on page 153), which is designed similar to shopping baskets on
common e-commerce sites. For some studies, a script generator (figure A.8 on page
154) is available to create the respective Stata, SPSS, or R code to select the variables
in the basket from the original datasets. In the original SOEPinfo, the basket was
implemented on the client side (using JavaScript). DDI on Rails stores baskets on
the server, enabling the system to provide additional functionality through the sys-
tem’s API, some of which is still under development. When, for example, a new
version (distribution) of a study is published, the system can check for potential in-
consistencies for all variables in a particular basket. Similar, DDI on Rails can look
for related variables from other studies, encouraging re-analysis and supporting
statistical matching. By default, a basket is only visible to its owner, but researchers
can make baskets public in order to document the data they analyzed for a par-
ticular publication. In future versions, this functionality might be extended to a
comprehensive re-analysis archive, complemented with persistent identifiers, the
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documentation of publications, and upload functionality for related material, thus
solving the problem that panel providers cannot allow their users to re-publish the
data (see section 1.6).
The workspace is also the part of the system where data managers can update
the metadata of a study or export and backup content. The two most important
tasks are importing new metadata and indexing the metadata for search. Data
managers can initiate both processes (import and index) from the web interface.
Earlier versions (during development) enabled data managers to edit content di-
rectly online, but this functionality broke with the Single Source of Truth principle
and was, consequently, removed.
7.4 Interoperability
Interoperability concerns two aspects of DDI on Rails: importing data into the sys-
tem and making those data available to other applications (API, exports)—both
map to the internal data model introduced in section 7.2. The formats for inputs
and outputs, however, differ significantly because the use cases and requirements
are different. Imports are prepared by data managers working for the studies that
are documented. The imports are optimized for the data managers to be easy to edit
and interoperable with the tools they use, which explains the focus on rectangular
data formats. The exports, on the contrary, are optimized to be machine actionable,
meaning, that they should be accessible and executable for other software products
with a minimum of human interaction.
Study-specific imports are divided into five groups, which range from the most
basic information about a study and its datasets to very detailed and comprehen-
sive metadata about instruments and other related material. DDI on Rails is de-
signed as a data portal and, therefore, information about variables is considered
to have higher priority then information about instruments, for example. Table 7.1
gives an overview of all imports available to data managers. The core of the docu-
mentation is the study description, which is stored in Markdown format. The next
level are the metadata about the datasets, which are automatically extracted from
research datasets using r2ddi. Next, the description of datasets is complemented
with additional information on the logical and conceptual level. Today, most stud-
ies do not have a semantic model of their questionnaires by default. While a com-
prehensive documentation of the instruments is desirable, data providers should
not wait to document their data until they have a complete representation of all in-
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Table 7.1: Imports for DDI on Rails. The first five imports are study-specific, or-
dered by their relevance. Studies should start with a basic study description and
incrementally add further imports. The last three imports are study-independent.
Import Content
1 study description Prose text description of the study, stored in
Markdown.
2 dataset description Endogenous and exogenous metadata about the
data, extracted by r2ddi and provided as DDI-C
compliant XML.
3 variable linkage Description of the data on the logical and
conceptual level, and data transformations in the
respective CSV formats.
4 instruments The semantic model of the questionnaires,
provided as CSV files, queXML, or QeDML,
complemented with images or PDFs of the field
layout.
5 additional material Files, logos, etc.
a topics Hierarchical representation of topics, stored in CSV.
b publications Publications in Endnote or BibTeX format.
c classifications Classifications for the search interface, describing
time periods, conceptual datasets, or analysis units.
struments. Finally, other material and additional metadata can be added to provide
more details. The study-specific imports are complemented with three groups of
imports that affect all studies: the definition of concepts and topics, publications
that are related to the data, and classifications to be used in the facets of the search
interface.
Imports are stored in Git repositories (either on Github [215] or on Gitlab [214])
using a directory layout that is compliant with the previous one for data transfor-
mations (section 6.3). The imports are stored in a directory called import/, which
contains the study description and all CSV files. The XML files for the dataset de-
scriptions are stored in a sub-directory r2ddi/, which is further subdivided to iden-
tify the distributions and the language of the metadata. Further directories contain
the semantic models for the instruments and other files. Data managers state the
URL for the repositories API in the workspace of DDI on Rails and can afterwards
start the import.
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Most of the import formats are also available as exports. However, data man-
agers are advised not to misinterpret DDI on Rails as a storage for metadata. In
particular, the exports differ from the imports not only regarding the structure but
also regarding the content as some information are stored differently than in the
original import. The exports are, however, indispensable in facilitating the reuse of
metadata across studies.
The exports are only one part of a comprehensive Application Programming
Interface (API) that enables other programs to access the data (metadata) stored in
DDI on Rails. In general, a RESTful interface structures the requests. Besides the
human-readable HTML interface, most metadata are also available in JSON format.
Furthermore, the code generated by the script generators is available via API, using
a security token to protect the user content. Stata users, for example, can execute
the code generated in DDI on Rails directly from Stata using the do command. This
allows them to work with DDI on Rails interactively as changes on the basket are
instantly available in Stata.
7.5 paneldata.org
The development of DDI on Rails was initiated to replace SOEPinfo [51]. The name
‘DDI on Rails’ denotes the software system, the actual implementation was origi-
nally intended to be called ‘SOEPinfo v.2’. However, we decided to open the service
for external studies. In this context, the name SOEPinfo v.2 seemed too narrow and
the hosted service was renamed to ‘paneldata.org’ [41]. In addition to the SOEP-
Core study and all SOEP-related studies, as of June 2015, two external studies use
paneldata.org: the German Family Panel (Pairfam) and the German Internet Panel
(GIP). This section takes a closer look how all these studies adopted their documen-
tation to DDI on Rails. At the same time, unmet requirements are identified, which
will be considered in the further development of DDI on Rails.
The SOEP was already introduced in detail in section 1.3. Two aspects of the
SOEP-Core study are of particular interest for this assessment of DDI on Rails:
the introduction of SOEPlong and the mobility of samples across studies. SOEP-
long is a new version of the SOEP-Core data, which provides the data in the long
format. When documenting these new data, the question arose whether to doc-
ument SOEPlong as part of the SOEP-Core study or as a new study. In the final
design, SOEPlong is documented as an independent study, which is basically a
transformation of the SOEP-Core data. This adds a new use case to the list of vari-
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able links in section 5.2 because the documentation of harmonized data in SOEP-
long links back to the cross-sectional data in SOEP-Core. Another aspect of SOEP-
Core is the documentation of samples and their mobility. The development of a
sample-documentation in DDI on Rails has been postponed because the require-
ments started to change during development. The traditional design of samples
covers the case where one study has multiple samples, but one sample always be-
longs to exactly one study. However, between 2011 and 2015, the SOEP started
two projects where samples are exchanged between studies. Two samples from the
original SOEP-Core became part of SOEP-IS, and the SOEP-related study Families
in Germany are integrated in SOEP-Core.
The SOEP Innovation Sample (SOEP-IS) [70] and the Berlin Aging Study (BASE-
II) [71, 248] represent the class of SOEP-related studies. In the terms of chapter 5,
they also cover the use case where multiple studies are designed to be interopera-
ble from the beginning. SOEP-IS and BASE-II reuse a significant number of instru-
ments from SOEP-Core and they use the same identifiers for concepts. At least for
the group of SOEP-related studies, the common set of concepts facilitates statistical
matching to combine multiple data sources. The common set of concepts, however,
presents the SOEP team with a new challenge, for example, to find new ways to
manage the growing number of concepts across studies and with external partners
(e. g., the fieldwork organization TNS Infratest).
In contrast to SOEP-related studies, the German Family Panel (Pairfam) [78,
88] and the German Internet Panel (GIP) [80] have been designed independently
with different survey modes, other software tools, and no definition of concepts.
Fortunately, both studies developed systems for consistent variable names that can
be used to extract time-independent identifiers. However, the link to the concepts
in paneldata.org, which are based on the SOEP, is still pending—while many other
tasks can be more or less automated, matching variables to the respective concepts
depends on human interpretation.
7.6 Further development
DDI on Rails provides a generic tool for data documentation and dissemination,
specialized on panel data. The software is based on the web-framework Ruby on
Rails and the DDI standard for metadata. However, it was not possible to map
the XML-based DDI standard directly to the relational database that is used as the
primary storage in DDI on Rails. Instead, the standard was used to design a rela-
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tional database schema, which is implemented in the database and the CSV-based
exchange formats. The core of the user functionality are the search interface, the
study browser, and the workspace that supports researchers in assembling their
personal use files. On the technical side, the system provides a set of CSV exports
and a RESTful API for external software tools to access the metadata stored in DDI
on Rails. DDI on Rails is used in production on paneldata.org [41] where both
SOEP-related and external panel studies are documented.
Further plans for the development of DDI on Rails can be split in three groups:
increasing the usability, extending the set of standardized metadata covered by the
data model, and expanding the interoperability with external tools. The feedback
from researchers using DDI on Rails focuses on improving the search functionality—
both on the level of keyword search and browsing (links between elements). Re-
garding the data model, there are various new needs: the SOEP requires a detailed
representation of samples, the GIP uses more complex questionnaire designs in-
cluding experiments, and SOEPlong demands for an extended documentation of
concatenated transformation processes and more detailed statistics for variables.
On the technical side, it is intended to make all metadata available as linked open
data.
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Conclusion
Part I provides a generic perspective on panel studies to facilitate the development
of reusable data models and software tools. To accomplish this, the first chapter
takes a very specific look at one particular use case—the German Socio-Economic
Panel (SOEP)—its workflow and the perspective of the data users. Researchers,
both producing and using the panel data, usually have no background in software
development or database management. Their preferred tools are currently Stata,
SPSS, and R; but historical comparison makes clear that preferences can rapidly
change. Furthermore, the panel researchers now prefer the long format, which is
also the preferable format from a data modeling perspective.
Chapters 2 and 3 identify generic process steps and digital objects that are com-
mon to panel studies. The design of the Generic Longitudinal Business Process
Model (GLBPM) proves that a generic model for panel studies if feasible. How-
ever, implementations for the digital objects are more diverse, limiting the possi-
bilities to abstract from specific implementation details. The key objects are the
study description, questionnaires, research data, transformation scripts, and the
documentation (including long-term preservation). Based on the DDI Codebook
standard, a simple outline for a prose study description is proposed, which is more
flexible than the original DDI structure. Regarding questionnaires, we saw that the
perspective of data modelers significantly differs from the perspective of survey
methodologists. The later focus on survey modes while the former care more about
the behavior of the questionnaire (static versus dynamic) and the various aspects
of the documentation (semantic model, field layout, and source code). The main
challenge regarding research data is the representation of missing values, which
significantly differs for Stata, SPSS, and R. Furthermore, the proprietary formats of
these packages might be more convenient for the researchers, but they do not pro-
vide a suitable solution for long-term preservation (archivists prefer ASCII formats
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like CSV files). Transformation scripts are the most problematic digital object in re-
spect to a generic representation. The VTL suggests itself as a possible solution, but
it could at best present a reproducible but not a replicable representation. Finally,
five steps towards an interoperable documentation and representation of a study
and its digital objects are proposed: prose documentation, structured formats, open
and plain text formats, standardized formats, and linked data.
Chapter 4 examines metadata. Originally considered to be part of the documen-
tation, metadata are now accompanying the whole process. In a metadata-driven
design, they are created even before the objects or tasks they describe. This en-
ables us to automate tasks using metadata as an input. To comply with the Single
Source of Truth principle, we distinguished exogenous and endogenous metadata.
Endogenous metadata are only views on information that are managed within a
digital object. Furthermore, chapter 4 selects a set of standards for digital objects
and metadata to support the development of interoperable data models and soft-
ware tools. Two examples of metadata that can support metadata-driven work-
flows are presented in chapter 5, which takes a closer look at common use cases for
finding related variables and combining research data based on statistical matching
or record linkage. Solutions for both omnidirectional and unidirectional relations
are proposed. Omnidirectional relations utilize concepts as a common link. This
structure is very flexible and can be used to combine basically everything, not only
variables. Unidirectional relations, on the other hand, are usually based on trans-
formations and are therefore modeled as process steps.
Part II proposes a reference architecture for panel studies and introduces the
design and implementation of the data portal DDI on Rails. The reference architec-
ture consists of three parts. First, a set of file formats for the digital objects and their
metadata is defined. Second, corresponding software tools are selected that enable
us to implement a metadata-driven infrastructure. And third, a standard directory
layout for transformation processes is proposed, which facilitates automation and
better documentation of those tasks. The reference architecture is intended as a
proof of concept for the previous, more theoretical discussion. At the same time,
it provides a software environment for the development of DDI on Rails—a data
dissemination and discovery tool for panel studies. The functionality is focused
on exactly one process step in the GLBPM (‘data dissemination and discovery’) to
increase the re-usability of the software. The main features are the search interface
(including references to related material based on the data structures proposed in
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chapter 5) and a workspace that enables researchers to compose their individual
data files. DDI on Rails is already used in production on paneldata.org.
The production of research data, in particular in panel studies, is mostly orga-
nized in silos. The design of a metadata-driven infrastructure, the focus of stan-
dardized formats and tools, as well as the claim for linked open data in combi-
nation make valuable first steps toward an open and interoperable infrastructure
for research data. However, further work is required, both on the organizational
and the technical level. Research organizations as well as individual researchers
must adopt to standards for open data and publish their work. Initiatives like the
DDI community or the Research Data Alliance (RDA) can support researcher, but
ultimately it depends on the researchers and their organizations. On the technical
level, linked open data provide a chance to link research data and, in particular,
their metadata. However, it is still work in progress that existing infrastructures
provide linked open data and that metadata standards adapt to the new possibili-
ties.
The implementation of DDI on Rails and the documentation of existing panel
studies on paneldata.org highlight the need for a joint infrastructure to curate con-
cepts, which link the content of panel studies on the level of their variables and
questions. Chapter 5 proposes the use of a concept registry. The content of this reg-
istry could be curated by participating studies, could be published as linked open
data, and would facilitate new chances for record linkage and statistical matching.
Furthermore, linking variables and questions through concepts is a crucial require-
ment to enable metadata-driven infrastructures (chapter 4). Thus, the development
of such a registry would be a reasonable follow up project to this dissertation and
would also complement the development of DDI on Rails.
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Appendix A
DDI on Rails – screen shots
Figure A.1: The homepage of DDI on Rails provides direct access to the search
interface, the study browser, the topics, and the publications. Further functionality
becomes available after login. Screen shot of paneldata.org [41].
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Figure A.2: The search interface allows to combine text search (text field on top)
with facets (tabs below the text field and panels on the left) to specify search re-
quests. Screen shot of paneldata.org [41].
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Figure A.3: The variable interface provides basic statistics (e.g., frequencies), details
on the variable in the context of a panel study (e.g., links to related variables or
comparison of categories over time as shown in picture A.4), and links to further
material (e.g., concepts and questions). Screen shot of paneldata.org [41].
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Figure A.4: The “label comparison” takes all variables from one study that are
linked through a common concept. In the comparison table, the columns repre-
sent variables and the rows represent the variable categories. The individual cells
first indicate whether a category was measured in a particular wave and, if so, how
the category is coded in the data. Additionally, the number in brackets gives the
corresponding frequency. This perspective supports panel researchers to identify
inconsistencies over time and therefore potential problems in analysing a panel
study. It also supports panel managers in ensuring the consistency of their data.
In this screen shot, we can see, for example, that the “no” category is coded incon-
sistently over time—it is coded “2” for the years 2001–2003 and “3” for the years
2004–2013. Screen shot of paneldata.org [41].
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Figure A.5: Similar to the previous comparison of variable categories in figure A.4,
concepts are also used to link and compare questions over time. After retrieving
a set of related questions, a diff tool highlights changes in the questions. The ex-
ample in this screen shot illustrates how even minor changes are identified and
highlighted. In the user test, the use of a diff tool was considered to excel in il-
lustrating the development of questions over time. More standardised approaches
(e.g., classifying changes) failed because the relevancy of changes depends on the
researcher’s interests. Screen shot of paneldata.org [41].
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Figure A.6: While the previous examples (figure A.4 and A.5) illustrate how con-
cepts are used to compare variables and questions for one study, the concept inter-
face provides an overview of multiple studies that include measures for a particular
concept. The two-sided arrows provide direct access to these elements (as shown
for the SOEP Pretest study). This interface also includes the topics as an hierarchical
structure on the left side. Screen shot of paneldata.org [41].
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Figure A.7: Researchers can create an user account on paneldata.org and log into
the system to create individualized baskets containing variables for one specific
study release. Concepts are used to quickly add variables, which are related over
time. Screen shot of paneldata.org [41].
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Figure A.8: The script generator enables researchers to export baskets to their pre-
ferred statistical packages. The script generator is of particular interest for re-
searchers working with the cross-sectional version of SOEP Core. In this context,
the generated code automatically selects related variables over time from more than
200 datasets and combines the data into a single dataset (wide format). Screen shot
of paneldata.org [41].
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